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EXPLOSIONS KILL
4 OVER TWO HUNDRED
4
tk
Horrible Deaths and Disasters
in Three Countries
Ammonia Tank Lets Go at Armour's
Plant and Rescuers Are RefIled
By Fumes.
IN GERMANY. AND • IN FRANCE.
THREE HORRORS.
German mine explosion  250
French mine explosion  20
. Chicago tank explosion  9
..Total deaths in day   279
CbioagO, Jan. 28.—Nine men are
dead and Oreven injured, some per-
haps fatally, and two are missing, as
the resuit of an explosion of the am-
monia tank In the plant of Armour &
company at the stock yards today.
Dfforts at rescue were futile on ac-
count of the fumes of ammonia.
Two Hundred and Fifty Dead.
Berlin,Jan.28.—In an explosion to
day in a mine at Rflieden, near Essen,
it is feared nearly 250 lives were lost.
One hunred and sixty-five mutilat-
ed bodieS have already been lifted
from the shaft. It is known that 110
men are still in the mine and it is
feared all have perished. Twenty-
the men, horribly torn and bruised
were taken to hospitals. Several will
die. Scenes near Abe .mouth of the
shaft when the news of the disaster
was spread was heartrending. ,M4suly
daring rescues" were performed by
miners, who rushed to the scene to
assist their entombed comrades.
Twenty Killed.
Paris, Jan. 28.—Twenty miners
are reported killed in an explosion of
lire damp which occurred in the
Isieven mine near Lille
HERO'S WIDOW REJECTS HELP.
Mrs. "Stonewall' Jackson Refuses a
Pension of $100 a Month.
Raleigh, N. C., Jan. 2e.—The sen-
ate of North Carolina today received
a letter from Mss. "Stonewall" Jack-
eon, declining to ateept a pension of
$100 a month provided under a reso-
lution introduced a few days ago.
"I most welcomingly appreciate
this patriotic and loyal tribute to the
name of my hero-husband," sfhe says,
• "but I do not feel that I could be
Justified in accepting it. I am in-
formed that the laws. of North Can-o-
lina limit all pensions to those who
have not $50e of personal property,
and as I do not come under this law,
respectfully request that the A:1111 be
withdrawe."
Mrs. Jackson suggests that the Pro-
posed pension be appropriated for the
relief of destitute widows of Oonfed-
orate veterans. The bill calling for
the pension was withdrawn from the
calendar
GLASS PLANT DEAL
IS CONSUMMATED
It was announced semi-officially
this afternoon that the glass plant
deal is consummated and althcnign
there are a few sunecriptions re-
maining to be collected, it is assured
that Mr. Henry Finley will move his
plant here from Leitchneld, Ill. It is
understood that the Decker, Farley
plant In Mechanicsburg will be the
site of the glass factory.
ANTI-SAIJOON RALLY.
Twenty-Five Hundred Churches In
Illinois Teke Part.
Springfield, Ill., Jan. 28.—Sunday
was "field day" for the Anti-
Saloon !league of Illinois. In
nearly 2,500 churches of the state,
sermons were preached in favor of a
bill 44 be presented to the legislature
this week making the licensing of
liquor traffic optional with tall coun-
ties,. Mutikipallties and their subdi-
visions. General officer., district
leaders and league workers in genet&
occupied pulpits al lover the state
end explained the work tit the leaarte.
Skating on marshes and small
pools or water on thattutakirts of
the City attracted many boy skaters
Sunday. The sun in Iteti the surface
of the ire in the aft noon, and put
a stOp to their sport.
CHOLERA AMONG JAI'S.
Washington, Jan., 28.— An
epidemic of cholera has broken
out among the Japanese fisher-
men' in the Philippines. During
the last week, of which the au-
thorities here have received any
records, 150 caries were discov-
maxi with 79 deaths.
CHINE DROWNED.
Hong Kong, Jan. 28.—Terri-
We damage, accompanied by a
loss of over 100 lives was
wrought by a terrific rain storm
which swept this island. All the
Sketd.Are.A1tile4*. The *term
swamped over 50 native craft in
the river. Many steamers were
sot adrift.
LtX0RA FLOODED.
MeRiphis, Jan. 28.— A tele-
phone message from Luzern,
Ark., says the breaking of the
levee has entirely flooded the
town. No details were received
Luxora is 75 miles north of
Memphis and has a population
of 2,000.
WAGE INCREASE.
Troy, N. 1%, Jan 28.— Two
thousand employes of the iron
company were notated that begin
ning February 1 there will be a
general increase in wages. Pad-
dlers will be given an advance of
25 cents and the others will be
Increased in proportion.
BRYAN ON COAST.
Los Angeles, "Jan, 28.—Wm.
J. Bryan arrived today on the
Pacific coast. He was welcomed
by a committee of Democrats.
He will speak tonight.
GRAIN MARKET.
Cincinnati, Jan. 28.—Wheat,
77; corn, 40; oats, 40,
COMMERCIAL CLUB
ANNUAL SESSION
Will Elect Twenty Directors
Thursday Night January 31,
and Smoker Will be Feature
of Occasion
H. ('. RHODES FOR PRESIDENT.
Notices of the annual meeting of
the Paducah Commercial club to be
held at the club headquarters Thurs-
day, January 31, have been sent out
by President Friedman. At this
meeting 20 directors will be elected,
and shortly after the directors will
convene and choose a president and
secretary for the fiscal year beginning
in March. At the annual meeting a
smoker and impromptu addresses are
usually features. Mr. H. C. Rhodes,
first vice •president, and one of Padu-
cah's representative business tnen,
Is most prominently mentioned, to suc-
ceed President Friedman.
THERE WAS SHOOTING.
Lloyd Smith and Mill Men Engage in
Fight.
New light recently thrown on the
disappearance of Lloyd Smith from
the Milliken mill section on the Oak
Station road, shows that he had a
fight. with men of the Milliken mill
eeption, and that they retutned the
are, striking the young man. The
father claims to have received a let-
ter from the eon, and Detective T. J.
Moore quit searching for the missing
youth, although the Sate offered
reward of $20.0 for the boy's recov-
ery
In Bankruptcy.
Cecil Reed, trustee In the bank-
ruptcy of the estate of the E. Reb-
kopf Saddlery company, this morn-
ing was Instructed to bring suit
against E. Rehkopf, Individually to
recover $60,000, the excess of in-
debtedness over the capital stock
$100,000.
New badge, for the policemen
arrived today and the extra 12 men
put on January 1 were given new
badges. City Jailer Tom Evitts also
received his new badge.
There is only one kind or
newspaper circulation Materna*
that Is worth any consider-talon
and that in the daily detailed
statement.° The Sun is the only
Paducah paper printing such a
statement.
MAYOR TO RESCUE
OF CITY SEWERS
Gives Order for Material When
Board Does Not Act
A. Bundesman Is Sewer Inspector
But Official Records Recognize
A. Franke.
STATEMENT OF TAN PRESIDENT
Had not Mayor Yeiser come to
the rescue this morning, the sewer
pumping station might have been se-
riously hampered In its work, if not
stopped for lack of oil and waste for
the engine.
Kccording to A. Bundesman, sewer
inspector, Mr. James E. Wilhelm,
president of the board of public
works, declined lo give him an order
for the supplies, saying he did not
recognize Mr. Bundesman's creden-
tials.
When Bundesman appeared at the
city hall and informed Mayor Yeiser
of the urgency of the matter, Mayer
Yeiser made out an order for the
supplies on his own responsibility.
"I do not usually interfere in these
departmental squabbles," mid Mayor
Yeiser, "and hereafter you will have
to look to the board, but I do not in-
tend that a little matter like this
shall jeopardize the work of pumping
ou'l the sewers at this time."
A Bundesman was elected sewer in-
spector by the, general council and
qualified. Afterward the board of
Public works appointed A. Fra.nke,
and a lawsuit followed, Bundesman,
with his co-defendant Charles E.
Deft marketmaster ,winning in the
circuit court.
An appeal has been taken but in
the meantime Mr. Bundesman is the
sewer inspector.
Mr. Bandeaman Speaks.
'We had to have oil or shut down
the engine at the pumping station,"
said Mr. Bundesman. "If we should
stop the engine every cellar in Pa-
ducah, practically, would be flooded
in a little while. The custom has
been to go to Auditor Kirkland and
get a requisition for cdl or waste or
whatever is needed. This time Mr.
Kirkland informed me that he had
received orders to issue no more re-
quisitions unless directed to do so by
the board of public works. He told
me to go to President Wilhelm. I
did so and asked him for a requisi-
tion for oil and waste. Hessald. 'Mr.
13undesman, the board of public
works does not recognize your au-
thority to act as sewer inspector,and
I cannot give you a requisition.'
"I said 'What shall I do. We must
have oil and waste for the engine.'
"He replied, 'I do not know. I
can do nothing for you.
"Then I went to the mayor and
told him the situation. He gave me
a requisition at once.
"Had I Simply depended on the
board of public works the cellars
would have been flooded."
Pres. Withelm's Statement.
President Wilhelm, of the board of
public works, stated, when seen in
regard to the matter:
"When _Mx.. Bundesman called oh
me for an order, I said, 'Mr. Bundes-
man, the board of public works hats
not recognized you in the eapaeity of
sewer inspector and I have no au-
thority to give you an order.'
"The situation is .111si this--during
the interims between meetings of the
board, the president is given certain
discretionary authority in order that
departmental work may not be im-
peded, and to meet emergencies: but
where the board le on record, as in
this case, recognizing A. Franke es
sewer inspector and not Mr. Bundes-
man, I coulil not de anything. The
hoard has taken no official action
since the case was decided in the cir-
cuit court an'd the appeal taken, and
the records show, that as far as the
betted of public works is concerned,
A. Franke is sewer inspector. I
shell bring up the matter at the next
meeting of the board."
UNIQUE CAFE AUCTION.
Trustee 'Realizes $205 From Total
Salem.
Saturday afternoon the auction
sale of stock in the 'Unique restau-
rant and cafe was held by Trustee A.
E. Boyd and realized $295. At pri-
vate Sale the trustee sold $102 worth
of stock, making the total derived
from both zni,-.4 11**41  14,4,411
ties of the restatefilipte $2,500
with $1,500 asserts, tieing in
mortgage'. This leaves an excess of
liabilities.
JOHN F. STEVENS, WHO WILL
When Theodore P. Shouts retires a
John F. Stevens will assume the dot
the isthmus.
BE BOTH CRIER ENGINEER AND CHAIRMAN OF THE ISTH-MIAN CANAL COMMISSION.
cline-man of the Isthmian cannl commission in March, Chief Engineer;es of chairman and will be the supreme head of the canal enterprise on
COMMITTEE OF WHOLE.
eransorl.=..
Councilmen and Aldermen Meeting
In Joint Session Thin- Afternoon.
Both boards of the general coun-
cil are meeting in joint session, as
committee of the whole at the city
hall this afternoon. Mayor Yeiser
convened them at the request of
members. T' finance committee is at
odds over the police apportionment.
Poe Democras ask for $25,000 and
the Republicans for $21,000. There
may be a camprginise fixing the po-
lice force at 27 as it was in 1905, in-
stead of-11,-wat present,
Recovers From Diphtheria.
Dr. C. E. Purcell Sunday removed
from the throat of little Edwin
Ward, of Lovelaceville a silver tube
which he had put in to prevent
death from diphtheria. The Ward
boy was nearly dead and the opera-
tion known as "tracheotomy" saved
his life. He Is considered practically
out of gang r.
Twelve Firemen Miming.
Buffalo, N. Y., Jan. 28.-- Fire
which started in Senrea building ear-
ly' today practically destrpyed the
structure. The loss is half a mil:ion.
It is believed 12 firemen were burn-
ed in trie ruins. Five firemen were ta-
ken out alive after the walls fell.
READ
The
Masquerader
The First rhstallment
in Today's Issue
PAGE SEVEN
-1-
Four Ate Dead. .
, Dover, N. II Jan. 28.---Not until
today did the fire which consumed
the mill of the Coeheco Manufactor-
lag company burn Itself out. The
loss Is estintsted at $2.000,400. The
dead Is estimates! at .fotte alth .neb
other -bodies may be iethealtins. ,
Pearl of Great Price Found in Mussel
Shell is Disposed of by Lucky Finder
iTom Gaines Given $860 For
Gem He Picked l'p Last
Spring on City Dump at Foot
of Clay Street
1-1114- JEWELER 'GM—IT
An old, black mussel shell, which
curiosity prompted Tom Gaines, dri-
ver on the city flush tank, to pick up
and pry open, made him $860 richer,
and today 'he Is congratulating him-
self that he did not in hi? excited
haste sell "the prize he drew from the
mussel shell before he found out its
value.
Tom Gaines was In charge of a
city dump cart last spring and
while making a "dump" at Third
and Clay streets noticed a black mus-
sel shell lying on the bank. Reposing
Inside was It Pearl, its lulter the
brightest, and its size astonishing.
Gaines took it to a local jeweler who
said the gem weighed 106 grains.
Gaines refused an offer of $200 for
it, and after advertising his find was
visited by .J. H. Golden, a Memphis
dealer, who snapped it up without
preliminary dickering for $860.
BECAUSE WIFE DIED
It Is Believed John Bell Murdered
the Surgeon.
New York, Jan. 28.--In John Bell,
deteetives believe they have the man
who Saturday morning entered the
home of Dr. Charles Wilmot Town-
send, of Staten Island, and fatally
wounded the physician while in bed
beside his Wife. Bell was arrested
last night. It is claimed Bell was
bitter Levard the physician because
hie wife died after en operation per-
formed by Townsend.
Phillips Plant Burns. .
Springfield, Mass., Jan. 28.— The
plant of the Phillips' Publishing com-
pany was destroyed lay fire today.
The loss is a million and insurance
half a million.
SHAKESPEAREAN CHARACTERS.
Subject of Address by Mr. Norman
Hackett.
Mr. Norman 'lacked, leading man
for Me. Louis James, and the Mr.
Ford in "The Merry Wives of Wind-
sor," is lecturing on Shakespearean
characters at ,the High school this af-
ternoon.
Tariff Conference Ends.
Berlin, Jan. 28.—Conferences of
the American and German tariff
conthillefloners ended Friday. S. N. D.
North, who was head of the Ameri-
can delegation, will sail Wednesday
for the United States. James L. Ger-
ry, Nahum J. Stone, the other dele-
gates may stay here to complete the
translation and certification of the
protocols.
Almost Drowned in Backwater Near
His Home Was Little Walter Berry
Playing In the Assert' is dangerous
for children in some parts of Padu-
cah"' just now, and Walter Berry, the
eight-year-old son of Marion Berry,
of 1134 South Fourth street, was
nearly drowned in a lot adjoining
his home yesterday morning. Back-
water t6 the depth of four feet has
coiered Mneh of the territory around
Fourth and ftusband streets, and
,Walter Berry went out to skate oft it
yesterday A crash of breaking Ice
and an agonized cry for help brought
his father and another man to the
scene, where Walter was struggling
with desperation to keep els head
sibrive the Water. The edge of the
ice crumbled when he grasped it, and
once he went tinder the treacherous
covering, but fortunately in his stout
glen 'his head broke through. He was
rescued by his father, who stretched
out acrdss the ice, while another
man held his heel., lest lie, too, be
precipitated in the backwater.
emaasta
WEATHER — Increasing
cloudiness and warmer nettled.
Tuesday probably snow, %firmer.
The highest temperature rester-
day, 214; lowest today, 17.
RIVER STANDING;
CREST IS PASSING
Condition of Wabash and Mis
sissippi Make Full Slow
Rivermen Are Now Thinking of the
Spring Rise Which Is Scheduled
to Begin Soon.
MF)LTED SNOW SWELIK STREAM.
There is but one certain element
in the present stage of the river and,
that is, if the cold weather continues,
the river will go down. The river
rose seven-tenths of a foot in the
last 48 hours. From Saturday morn-
ing to Sunday morning it rose six-
tenths, and from Sunday morning to
this morning one-tenth, indicating
s that a stand has been reached here.
The stage this niorning was 45.7
It is improbable that any sharp fail
will be registered for the next few
days. The Wabash river is high and
will hold the Ohio up somewhat. At
the principal points above Paducah,
the river is failing rapidly, but as
the water'gets nearer the Mississippi,
which' though falling is Still high, the
celerity of recession is checked.
Everything depends on the weath-
er. Should another rainy spell set in,
within the next week, no limit to the
damage that might result is visible.
The cold weather has frozen up many
small bayous and creeks beside stop-
ping the rains. The water tied up
in that way gives an oppartunity for
the main channel to fall.
Hardly having recovered from the
suspension of the present rise, river
towns within less -than two months
will be in the excitement of the regu-
lar spring rise. It begins in March
and culminates in April usually. The
melting snows In the mountains not
only bring up the Ohio river, but the
Mississippi river goes out of sight
and the Tennessee and Cumberland
rivers become raging torents.
Last April a stage of 40 feet was
reached here. This Year the melting
snows may be augmented by prema-
ture rains, following the conditions
of the present vise. Rivermen and
farmers are beginning to wonder
where any rain will come from to
grow the crops of next spring and
summer. The rise came last April
without much unusual conditions.
This fall and winter have been dif-
ferent in many ways. In November
there was a rise to the 32-foot mark
and to 10 feet in December. This
month with a stage of 45.7 further
carries out the difference and the riv-
er may hold bp to a high stage clear
until the end of spring. Always, big
water throughout the fall and winter
make extremely low water In the
summer months. Extreme follows
extreme.
The water practically has put the
coal docks of the Pittsburg Coal
company out of service. The scales
at the top of Washington street levee
are under water. The-Bettie Owen's
landing makes It almost impractica-
ble to get to the boat in a wagon and
difficult on foot. Others is the river
presents merely a question Of degrees
In the inconvenience occasioned.
At Shawneetown.
Slhawneetown, III., Jan 2.8.—The
situation is extremely eritiesal today.
Provisions are becoming scarce and
none can be brought in. It will be
two weeks before a train can enter.
Coal is almost gone. If cold weather
continues a famine will exist in a
few days.
WAGON RUNS OVER AIM.
Samuel Gordon Will Recover From
Him Injuries.
Samuel H Gordon, 32 years old.
of 71,3 North Eighth street, driver
for the 0. W. Robertson & Sons lee
company, lies at Riverside hospital.
Its the result of a fall from his ice
van Saturday afternoon near Tenth
and Adams streets, Two wheels
passed over him. Today be is
much better, and the injuries to the
spine are of little consequence. He
will recover.
WOOD ON ROOF ON FIRE;
ENDANGERS BELVIRDER4
Pleats of wood left by carpenters'
on the roof of the Belvedere Hotel
eatig-nt fire shortly before 9 o'clock --
last night from a spark from the
chimney, and fire company, NO. 1,
extinguished the blase. Insuranee
Commissioner Rose and Inspector W.
J. McPherson will %ete roofs in the
business district swept clean.
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BOTH PHONES 548.
TO=NIGHT
First Time Here
Louis James
' Supported by
Nellie tic:Henry, Norman Hackett,
Aphie Jame' and a veritable
ALL STAR CAST' 
Presenting
Shakespeare's Charming Comedy
The Merry Wives
of Windsor
A production complete to the most
minute detail.
Steamy Cosh ma Chem Musk
PRICES
All down stairs  $1 50
Balcony . Si, 73e, 50c
Gallery    35e, 25c
Tuesday Night, Jan. 29
Here's a Good One.
IT'S Wg
THE (tIZIGINAL
HOOLIGAN'S TROUBLES
With the, original Hooligan Arthur 0,
May, dainty Grace Burgoyne and the
original all star Company 23 Vaude-
ville and musical numbers. This is the
play and this is the company that
makes 'ern all whistle, sing, roar and
shout.
Prices: 25c, 35e, 50c.
• Wednesday Night, Jan. 30
The Eminent Actor
CHARM B. HANFORD
Accompanied by
MISS MARIE DROFNAI4
In a Notable Produdioo of
Julius Caesar
40 People in the Cast 40
A Carload of Special
Scenery.
Prices: 25, 35, 50, 75, $1 and $1.50
Seats on sale Tuesday 9 a. m.
INWELRY
that will charm ants delight the
Judge of fine genus. Ring., Brooch-
es, Ornamental °omits. Chains,
iliracelets, etc.
it WATCHES
for Ladles and Gentlemen, le gold,
silver or gunmetal. Cigarette Caere,
Match Ilexes, Cigar Cutters, etc. All
sorts of dainty plea.. at for tan
"Lades" dressing table-
WARREN &
The present population of Lyons,
the third city Of France, is 'about half
a million,
wviammiwwwwwitomilimthatiamaivoi
THEATRICAL POTES
AT THE KENTUCKY.
Monday Night, Louis James in
Merry Wives of Windsor."
Tuesday Night, "Hooligan's
hies."
'Wednesday Night, Charles B.
ford, in -Julius Caesar."
Recent Criticism.
, Saturday's Memphis Commercial
Appeal says of Louis James:
With tenting sleet beating from
the north and a wind that carried an
leastern dial with it, last night wasnot a propitious one for theater-go-
ing'. Many people braved the ele-
ments, however, in order- to witneas
Louis Jatnes in "The Merry Wiees of
Windsor," at the Lyceum theater.
There were but few vacant seats and
the andreace -represented the hest ine
terests of the city. It was essential-
ly a cultured audience and one that
enjoyed every minute oif the per-
formance. Mr. Jarnei never received
a .more cardial indorsement than the
one given last night. His wonderful
versatility was never-before more
convincingly iliu-Aratede No actor on
the stage today has evinced a talent
of such unlimited scope, and none
have Olaim to sech a diversity of
characters, we:1 inayed. His Falstaff,
as given last night, will receive a
chapter unto itself. There has been
nothing offered this season so entire-
ly worthy of Memphis people's sup-
port, and those who braved the ele-
ments Were .more than compensated.
Much might be written of Mr.
James' performance. Critical stu-
dents of the play watched him close-
ly at the Lyceum last night. There
were men in the audience and wom-
en, too, who knew their Shakespeare
well. They noted the perfect poise
of his impersonation. Physically and
vocally Mr., James is the ideal Fal-
staff, but last night he 'hosed that
Intellectually and from a purely dra-
matic point of 'view he also fulfills
every expectation of the character.
The external attributes were freely
admitted in advance. The burly form,
the raund, ruddy face,the rimy fringe
of whiskers, the bright, penetrating,
merry eyes: the rows of es-en teeth,
the strong, well-developed voice, the
pompons, gross, selfish animal de-
meanor. These Were all admitted,
but as to the spirit of the part some
peonee differed—as is always the
rase with reference to art of decided
character and conspicuous merit. Be-
fore the performance was half cen-
chided Mr. James had banished all
doubt. His humor was both unctu-
ous and satirical. He interpreted a
mind that was merry, but one in
which merriment contained a tinct-
ure of scorn,
Mr. Jamesis splendidly supported
by a company entirely worthy of him,
and even to the smaller characters
the Cast is satisfactory.
Nelly McHenry, so well
the older generation, was
as Mistress Quickly. Her assumption
of the character was refreshing in ev-
ery partieular. It was instinct with
pure comedy. She shared with the
star in the enjoyments of the two
scenes in the Garter Inn, and was so
effervescing that the audience was
always amused. 'She was quite irre-
sattible. - •
Aphie James was a most mischiev-
ous and winsome Mrs. Ford, while
charlotte Lambert as Mrs. Page, was
no lees entertaining. The wives were
well named merry', for they more
than sustained their right to be so
called.
Norman Hackett, an admirable
actor whose reading Is alivaye a de-
lightful feature of his performance,
peesented an ideal Mr. Ford. He Was
just the impetuous. suspicious Jeal-
ous husband one might expect. His
impersonation stands clearly out per-
fectly defined and graceful in its ar-
tistic contour. Other members of
the cast were most acoeptable.
Haterd'ot Marc Antony.
FM7OIVTrig are excerpts Wen two
criticiems of Mr. Hanford's produc-
tion of "Julius( Caesar" of interest to
Paducah theater-goers :1 n d Shakes-
pearean scholars.
Louisville Courier-Journal of.
Tuesday. October 9, 1906: Charles
B. Hanford opened his half week's en-
gagement at Macauley's last evening.
presenting Shakespeare's immortal
drama, "Julius Caesar." The drama
was presented to a good ,sized audi-
ence and certainly to a gathering each
member of which accepted the pre-
tentation with deepest and most re-
npectful attention, and with highest
admiration for this actor, who, by
dint of perseverance and those sterl-
ing quanties that go to rake the art-
at, has wone for himself a place high
tip among the honored and distin-
guished actors of the American
stage. •
Mr. Hauford has a capable, evenly
halatteed tett/port. The Bantrai of
Frank Henna/ is smooth and polished.
The Casentits or, Jnihne.R. Kline must
rank next to the work done by
Hanford. It is a Arcing and convinc-
ing performance, a work of which
Mr. Klina may well feel proud. An-
drew H. Tomb.* does earnest and
conscientiotaf work MI
,
"The
Trou.
Hand-
known to
delightful
Drofnah, in the brief role of Portia,
adds a touch of grace and sweet wo-
manliness to the picture.
Memphis Commercial Appeal of
Friday, December 28, 19.06: Charles
B. Hanford, one of the few Shakes-
pearean actors left to the stage
worthy of consideration, appeared at
the Lyceum theater last night, pre-
senting "Julius Caesar." It is a day
of decadence and the shades of the
classic drama have been falling fast,
chiefly because of the absence of play-
ers willing to devote the time, intel-
ligence, and study required to- pro-
duce them. It is a mistake to, think
the public does not appreciate the
Shakespearean drama. In the forum
scene and in Marc Antony's oration
Mr. Hanford atoused a Memphis au-
41ennen-40ft nigiel-ae-itettnte-enon-been
aroused this season.
Mr. Hanford last night showed his
audience how really beautiful the
English language is. He also showed
what a master of this language
Shakespeare was, and the combina-
tion affeeted those who heard it
tvonderfullye
Mr. Hanford appeared last evening
as Marc Antony, the part he played
with Booth and Barrett. It is a
splendid portrayal he gives of the
character. He has beautiful repose
and dignity for the less 
vigorousmoments, he carries conviction in
person and manner at those points
calling for seppressed dramatic in-
tensity and he rises to his full height
in force and spirit at 'those times
when life and fire are &emended. His
orations over the body of Caesar apd• e
again at Caesar's funeral are mas-
terpieces.
An Interesting Fact.
An Englishman of wealth and re-
neon—graduate of degrees from Ox-
ford—and student of "the times of
today," or as Walter Bessant would
tall it all sorts and conditions of
men it is said was the oeiginal of a
now famous caricature cartoon so
familiar to all Americans—Hooligan.
He desired to know (from experience)
what treatment a "character tramp"
would meet at the hands of the Lon-
don police. This character, which he
essayed eventually attracted newspa-
per attention in the police courts and
Incidentally gleaned the information
desired. The repeated mention of
him gave rise to the cartoonists' con-
ception—then came the picture in
the funny papers—and eventually the
PlaYS Hooligan's Troubles. Hooli-
gan's Troubles, the comedy by Mark
E. Swan, has held the boards for five
years in this country, and is good for
five more. The origina: number one
company, Mosely & Rockwell, pre-
sent Hooligan's Troubles at The Ken-
tucky Tuesday night. The company
includes the original Hooligan. Ar-
thur 0. May, the original Freckles,
Grace Burgoyne and the company.
There are twenty-one musical and
novelty numbers alone on the pro-
gram.
Opera "Salome."
New York, Jan. — For the first
time in this country Richard Strauss'
musical setting of Oscar Wilde's one-
act play, "Salome," was given at the
Metropolitan opera house last night.
Wilde wrote the Play "Salome" for
Mme. Sarah Bernhardt, bat the Lon-
don censor forbade its presentation
there. Notwithstanding the fact that
thee usual prices were doubled,' the
audience was limited only by the ca-
pacity of the Metropolitan.
The opera occupied over an hour
and forty-five minutes. It Was pre-
ieded by a concert, during which all
the Mars of the Metropolitan Opera
company, with the exception of M.
Planconn wbo has a cold. and Mme.
Eames, who injured her knee last
night, were heard.
The Beene disclosed a singularly
beautiful one —represented a terrace
on a palace of Herod Antipas above
the banqueting hall, In which Herod
sits carousing with Herodias and les
nomeroue alleles. Beyond, bathed
in moonlight, lie the Judean hills and
plains.
Amid these surroundings Salome
makes her impassioned advances to
.lokanaan (as Wilde calls John the
Baptist), and at last, anei dancing
before Herod, who has entered with
his incestuous wife and his pictures-
quely attired covetlers. asks for the
head of the Precursor who had re-
fused her caresses.
There are three episodes in the
tragedy—ftrst the confrontation of
Salome and Jokanaan, followed by
Ihe suicide of the lovesick Narrabotti;
next the "dance of the Seven Veils,"
danced by Salome, and last the pro-
longed and sensational scene in which
Salome kisses the ghastly head of
Jokanaate
The interpriltation of the opera
Wait artistic, even *On most realis-
tic, and the magic of the musk com-
posed by Stratum was fascinating and
compelling.
Alfred Herta, at flit-hehel of 106
musicians gave- a vivid and subtle
reading of the eomplex Rem*. The
celestite the heekelpherie and other
new Instruments introduced into the
orchestra by Strauss gave strange
stud mysterious beauty 10 taw eon-
GOOD WORK
Done Daily in Paducah—alany Cal-
a-cm Tell of It.
RARA 
Nearly every reader nits
Kidney Pills. Tneir good
i  heard of
vork in Paducah still continues, and
our citizens are constantly adding en-
dorsement by public testimony. No
better proof of merit can be had than
tete experience of friends and neigh-
bors.. Read this Case:
B. C. Jones. of Newbern, Livings-
ton county, Ky., write.: "I had back-
ache for seven years and I sought for
a long time something to caeck the
excessive flow of the kidney secre-
tions, but found no relief. I was
weak, had the backache all day and
night kr 40 years. I could not sleep
well and .was abottt giving up all
hope of ever being relieved for I
had consulted doctors and tried•ev-
erything I could get hold of. When I
first saw your advertisement in one
of the papers I concluded to try
Dean's Kidney Pills, and I got a
suppl}:„ I found to mit-loy that_ they
gave me great relief. I was entirely
freed from pain and also from the
irregularitiee which had annoyed me
so much. That was over five months
-ago, and I have not had a headache
since, although I had suffered in this
way since I was a small boy. I have
recommended the „pills to 50 differ-
ent persons, some of them in Padu-
cah, and a great many have report-
ed to me the good results they have
derived from using them."
Plenty more proof like this from
Paducah people. Call at Alvey &
Lisia. drug store and ask, What cus-
tomers report. -
For sale by al: dealers. Price 50
cents. Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the Unit-
ed States.
Remember the name— Doan's —
end take no other.
poser's torte paintinge. At titanz the
emotion caused by the suggestive
realism of the score was so tense as
to be painful. At other times the
grace, witchery and sensuousness of
the music were resistless.
Possibly the most popular episode
In "Salorne" will be the "Dance of
the Seven Veils," with its thrilling
and languorous accompaniment. It
was partly danced by Mme. Fremstad
t who made an excellent impression
throughout as Salome), anti partly
by 'Miss Froehlich. Mme. Fremstad
made few concessions to prudery in
the terrible final scene.
-M. Rurrian as Herodgave a superb
study of the neurotic, amorous and
degenerate tetrarch. M. Van Roey
was impressive as Sokanivan. Miss
Marion Weed made an acceptable
Herodias. and M, Dippe1 gave relief
to the poetical part of the young
Syrian. All these artists were in fine
At times the audience seemed
amazed by the strangeness and au-
dacity, not onlY of the drama, but of
the music as well.
r..,-et.weempeteowlieoloaiesKsos
NEW YORK LETTER.
feature of his make-up. But "John
..eseitseseeseemeiesseeadeNie the Baptist" is long drawn out and
tiresome in spite of Mr. Sothern's art
and the highly trained witchery of
Miss Marlowe's graceful presence.
The play deserves a place in the back
tow of the repertoire, and it will
probably recede to that point in due
ouree.
'mon strength numercially as well as
In quality of its integral parts. But
"Salorny Jane" has registered a hit
of such proportions that the crowd
at the Weal.* clamoring for *eats
far ill advance Is already large and
of such eagerness as to indicate that
the demand for this newest Robson
drama will be both imperative and
long continued. The story of the
play is based upon some of the Itret
Harte sketches, and a !lumber of the
charactens first made famous by that
gifted ronlalatettst are revived in the
flesh in this instance. We have in
addition to "SaloMy Jane" such per-
soaages as Colonel Starbottle, Yuba
Bill, Jack Hamlin and several more,
tor the most part capitally played. by
the actors into whose heads they
hare been given. Miss Robson's per-
actuation of the heroine Is the incar-
netion of sweet simplicity and will be
highly valued as an addition to the
long list of roles she has so charm-
ittgly invested. Ralph Delmore
makes a rough and ready Yuba Bill,
an ideal stage driver ofethe early Cal-
ifornia days. Reuben Fa is a droll
and peppery Colonel Starbehtle, what
fighting blood is perpetually up, and
so on all down•theelizia. Mr. Arm-
strong, the dramatise: has caught the
full spirit of the Hare creations,
and Liebler & Company have vastly
helped in the net result by furnish-
ing a stage production that is alto-
gether-typical in a material sense and
atmosphere in an impalpable but
none the less convincing way.
E. H. Sothern ana Julia sMarlowe,
at the Lyric theater, have entered
upon what will entirely without ques-
tion prove to be one of the very
great engagements of the season in
New York. They began boldly
enough by announcing that their cur-
tain would rise promptly at 7:30 In
et, during 'the time alletned to "John
the Baptist," an hour/when that lash.
lobabIean.a New Toil 'teal * which
the netherrantarlewe 'following is
largely drawn is just eartaking of
the first or second course of its pro-
longed and functional dinner, Other
managers have found it hard enough
in all conscience to induce patrons
from the 400 to come sauntering int
the playhouse as early as twenty
lainutes after eight, And many of
them in point of fact don't get there
entil close upon 9 o'clock. I rather
fancy, therefore, that for the ceurse
of the "John -the Baptist" run the au-
ditorium of the Lyric will be rather
sparsely settled each night until the
play is well under way Mr. Sothorn
Is not an imposing figure to the eye-
as the ultimately headless name
character of this rather highfalutin
elan. The first impre4sion he leaves.
upon -the spectator is that he is in
tore and circumstantial need of a
ehave and haircut... Indeed, the par-
oxysmal yearnings of the, bewitching
Salome for this frowey and ultra-virt-
uous male person is one of the things
no man of reasoning mind may sue-1
cessfully explain. 01 course Mr.
Sothern plays the part with dominat-
ing intelligence, and his fine individ-
nal personality penetrates after a
while through his tonsorical wild-
ness that furnishes the most startling
•
New York, Jan. 2S.—In "Salomy
Jane,''the new western play produced
by Eleanor Robson on Saturday night,
the management has a stage work
which it will find difficult of dislodg-
ment before the end of the theatrical
season. It has been the frequently
Weed intention cf Liebler & corn-
my, under whose direction Miss
fleasson is playing all this season at
the. Liberty theater, to matte frequent
productions in order that. the_oharm-
ing young American actress may here
after possess a repertoire of uncom-
I ALWAYS RELY
0N17'
Experienced housekeepers
want a baking powder for all
purposes. HI-LO is perfect in
biscuit and muffins, makes
flannel and corn cakes as light
as a flake, and excels in the
most delicate of layer cakes,
because the "life of the pow-
der" is slrwly liberated into
the dough — thus aesmooth-
neks", the most desir•ble
element in baking.
Who would not rely no this excel-
lent product? Protected in moist'
proof tine, conforms with all ewe
food Nun. State and National.
SOLD AT THE HONEST PRICE
OP A DIME A POUND.
At your grocer's.
Continental Baking Powder Co.
• Nashville, - tenne•are
At the Grand Opera House we
have "Coming Thro' the Rye," which
has been devloped into a first rate
success since its original presenta-
tion in New York at the Herald
Square theater months ago, when
the critics regarded it with manifest
disdain. In the - interval it has toured
the country at large, and has been
thoroughly resharfed until it goes
with all the vim and vigor usually
expressed IT the c011oqulal term "gin
core' "Corning Thro' the Rye" has
unquestionably won the high esteem
of the large audiences that have at-
tended its progress at the Grand Op-
era House thus far in the single week
of its stay on that stage.
Round faced, rotund eyed and pe-
tite Paula Edwards has been "doing
things" at her old professional
home, the Casino, during the past,
two or three weeks, with the musi-
cal comedy called "The Princess Beg-
gar " especially constructed for her
use. Miss Edwardes was one' of the
yontiger favorites of the altogether
uncommon company assembled by
George W. Letterer for the Casino,
where she "made good" -Vita a  de-
gree of emphasis that led her to
speedy emergence upon starhood.
She has now been going "on her
own" for several seasons, and has
built up a most enviable reputation
not alone as a singing comedienne,
hut as one who does not rear to sur-
round herself with a company of
such Indaridual excellence es to make
artistic competition extremely keen.
That she easily leads in the friendly
rivalry thus establiehed is a fact
paying high tribute to her powers of
singing and acting, "The Princess
Beggar" affords a rtInat agreeable ev-
Wog entertainmebt with our rearm-
ing little Pan te as the huh and cen-
tre Of it all,
"The Little Nficbtis,- Which comes
to the Garden Theater next weeketp-
on the withdraWill of "The Student
MONDAY, JANUARY 2,S.
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Special Sale of
Men's and Boys'
Trousers
Every man knows that there is noth-
ing quite so effective for bracing up an
old suit as a pair of odd trousers. For
a trifling cost you may get several
months good service our of that coat
and vest. Same thing for the boys
going to school; rough work on boys'
pants, as mothers know. The tempt-
ing reductions below apply to men's
and boys' trousers and also to boys'
knee pants in our Children's Depart:
ment. Come in and see what we are
offering; get the habit, for our bar-
gains are always real ones.
75c Pants reduced to 
$1.00 Pants
1.50 Pants
2.00 Pants
3.00 Pants
4.00 Pants
5.00 Pants
6 00 Pants
7.00 Pants
8.00 Pants
reduced to
reduced to
reduced to ......
reduced tg  
reduced to 
reduced to 
reduced to
reduced to
reduced, to
.43
.75
$1.13
1.50
2.25
------ 3.00
3.75
  4.50
5.25
.... 6.00
This cut also applies to all Knee
Pants in our Children's Department.
1e8
409- 413 BROADWAY.
aa,
W. F. Paxton,
President.
R. Rndy, P.. Burt-tar
Cashier. Aseistent Cashier.
CITIZENS' SAVINGS BANK
Incorporated
Capital . $100,000
Surplus .  50,000
Stockholders Debility .  100,000
Total security to depositors $250,000
Accounts of individuals and firms ',elicited, We appreciate
small ae well as large depositots and accord to all the same
courteous treatment. Lai
Interest Paid on Time Deposits
OPEN SATURDAY NIGHTS FROM 7 TO 8 °CLOCK.
Third and Broadway
HARRY
sr 
The Best Carriage
Service in Paducah
You get handsome, well
appointed carriages
when I serve you. We
give propill personal at-
tention It all times.
ANDERSON, PHONE 915
King." is a Frencn piece that has
arrived in this country via hoodoo.
It encountered the canine test at
Rochester the other night, where
there seemed to be no material divi-
sion of opinion as to its unfitness for
Ainerican audiences. It ,is but fair to
Mr. Savage to say that his personal
judgment Is in no sense involved,for
the attraction doesn't belong to him,
and is merely playing under nis roof
upon the "combination" principle,
During the current week Montgom-
ery and Stone will record the 166th
iepetition of "The Red Mill" at .the
Knickerbocker theater. When this
piece was first produced on the road
In the fall erudite but pessimistic
managers passed it up as merely a
"dollar show." Ever since Caen It has
been play at $2 per, and drawing
Music where for _a solid month the
drama of California life. by Davie
Beittsco and Jonn Luther Long, Vac
drawn literally stupendous audi-
ences. Following Miss Rates there
will be four weeks of David War-
- field at the Academy ip "The Maine
Master." ,
Ellen Tetry's three weeks' engage-
ment at the Empire theater ,begins
next shfonday night with Bernard
Shaw's plays. "Captain Brassbound's
Conversion." There is a story by the
bye of an early revival of "Mrs. War-
ren's Confesalan," by the sarne au-
tnor with N. C. Goodwin in the lead-
ing part. This is nonsense pure and
simple. Goodwin doesn't deal In stage
dirt, nor is he at all likely to reverse
his system.
I,EANDER RICHARDSON,
record crowds. So what's tbk use ot ., , 
jumping at concinsione. rn'The surest way to get the average
Thie Is Me final week of Blanche malt to do something is to tell hint
I.Dates' eratagtneent in "The Girl of he will be punished if he gets caught
the Golden IA'red" at tbe Academy of at It.
_
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SCEPTICAL PEOPLE.
A'ho Question the Authenticity of
Vinol Testimoniale should Read
the Following:
Last season we published a letter
'from the Rev. George W, Ruland,
Keene, N. H., in wnich he stated
that he did not believe there was
any other medicine which could
(salmi the health restoring and
strength creating properties of the
cod liver oil preparation, Vinol, as
it had done for him more than was
claimed for it.
The authenticity of this 'statement
was evidently doubted by a resident
of New Haven, Conn., as the follow-
ing correspondence watrid indicate:
Rev. Geo. VV. Ruland, .
Dear Sir: Will you kindly inform
me if the enclosed Vinol testimonial
from you is genuine, and greatly
oblige
Y-ours respectf
E. L. AUSTIN.
-250 Orchard St., New Haven, Conn.
(Rev. Geo. W. Ruiand's- reply. )
. E. L. Austin,
' Dear Sir: Replying to your cour-
teous inquire I take pleasure in say-
ing YES. the testimonial is genuine,
and I would add more emphatic
words to express my confidence in
Vinol as a blood and nerve tonic
and a safe restorative.
Ycurs respectrullY.
GEO. W. RULAND.
Cer local druggist, W. B. McPher-
son, says: "Vinol is simply the me-
dicinal elements of cod liver oil in a
concentrated form, the useless oil
eliminated and tonic iron added, and
if it fails to create strength and
health for run-down, debilitated peo-
ple. old peop.e, weax, sickly women
and children, nursing, mothers, and
after a severe sicknesS, or if it fails
to core a hacking cough, chronic
cold. throat. or brOnchial_trouisle we
will return every cent paid for it."
W. B. M'PHERSONe Druggist.
Note— While we are sole agents
for Vino! in .Paducah, it Is now for
sale at the leading drug store in
nearly every town and city in the
country. Look for the Vinol agency
in your town.
CHARM REED
APPOINTED TRUSTEE OF CON-
FEDERATE ROME.
Goveenor Beckham Announces His
New Board With Prominent
Paducaltan in List.
Hon. Charles Reed. of this city
has been appointed trustee of the
Confederate Home at Pewee Wiley.
The new boarc1.1V:'
For terms of six years—Col. Ben-
nett H. Young and Andrew M. Sea,of
Louisville; C. L. Daughtry, of Bow-
ling Green; Dr, W. F. Beard, of Shel-
byville; W. N. Bumpus, of Owens-
boro.
For terms of five years--IVIlliam
A. Milton, set Louisville; Gen. Fay-
ette Hewitt, of Frankfort; Garrett S.
Wall, of Maysville; George Matting-
le. of Bardstewn, and Charles Refd,
.of Paducah. 1
The new appointees are Messrs.
Milton, Wall and Reed. All of the
others named are reappointments.
wily
Should your baby suffer? When he is
fretful and restless, don't experiment
on him and use any old thing your
neighbor recommends. Buy a bottle of
White's Cream Vermiftige, greatest
known worm medicine and cure for all
children's diseaseS. It le mild in its
actionPf builds up th• system, makes
thin. puny babies fat. Mrs. .1. C.
Smith, Tama*, Fla.., writes: "My baby
was thin and sickly, could not retain
its food and_cded all night. I used
one bottle of White's Cream Vermituge
and in a few days baby was laughing
happy and well."
Sold by all druggists.
There are only ten persons In
Frace whose fortunes aggregate more
than $25.0.00040; there, are 100 who
have $2,00,0.001) or over. 6,000 who
possess $350.0,0to, and less than lt),-
00e) who own property valued at
$200,000.
THE REASON WHY
only the purest, freshest drama
enter our peeseriptions is, that
with our large and growing
bueinese, We are abit' to turn
over our 'stock of medicines,
chenticale and pharmaceutical
preparations a dozen times A
year, there a smaller drug-
gist can move his supplies
only once or twice. IA this
*a 3r • r preser I pt I on • her
fresh, potent and of depend-
al-le quality and are sure to
act as your physician expects.
Extreme care is given each
pregeript Ion by competent. mg-.
Istered clerks, and our careful
checking aystem Mentes
against mietakee.
McPherson's
Foga adway
SENATORS' .TERMS
EXPIRE IN MARCH
Majority of Thiety are Re
turned by Their States
Name of New Faces Who Appear in
Upper House When Next Con-
press Convenes.
•
BAILEY MAY .A8K LEADERSHIP
Washington. Jan. 28.— The per-
sonnel of the United States senate is
to be considerably changed as a re-
mit, of the elections that havp taken
peace in the legialaturei or numerous
states during the. past two weeks.
The choice has now beep made in
practically all of the states, thus
making it possible to draw a lineup
of the membership of the upper
house as it will stand after the ad-
journment of the preAent session.
The 30 senators whose terms wil:
expire March 3. are the late Russell
A. Alger, of Micnigan, J. Frank Al-
lee of Delaware, Augustus 0 Bacon
Of Georgia, J. S. C. Blacieburnof Ken-
tucky, Henry E. Burnham of New
Hampshire, Edward W. Carmack of
Tennessee, William A. Clary of Mon-
tana W. Murray Crane of Massachu-
setts, Shelby M. Cullom of Illinois,
Jonathan P. DoltIver of Iowa, John
F. Dryden of New Jersey, Fred T.Du-
hots of Idaho, Stephen B. Elkins dt
West Virginia, Murphy I. Foster of
Louisiana, William J. •McLaurin of
Mississippi, Thomas S. Martin o:
Virginia Joseph H. Millard of Ne-
-ritilia,-Tolin liforgan of
Knute Nelson of Minnesota, Thomas
M. Patterson of Colorado, Furoifold
M. Simmons of North Carolina, Ben-
jamin. R. Ti man of South Carolina.
Francis E. Warrep of Wyoming and
George P. Wetmore of Rhode Is.-
land.
The following return: Bailey of
Texas, Bacon of Georgia, Burnham
of New Hampshire, Crane of Massa-
chusetts, Frye of Maine. Wetmore
of Rhode Island, Cullom of Illinois,
Dolliver of Iowa, Elkins, of West Vir-
ginia, Foster of Louisiana, Gamble of
Soutn Dakota, Gearin of Oregon, Mc-
Latirin of Mississippi. Martin of Vir-
ginia. Nelson of Minnesota, Simmons
of North Carolina, Tillman of South
Carolina,' Warren of WYotning, and
Morgan of Alabama.
Other states elected the following:
Kansas, Charles Curtis; e Arkansas,
Jeff Davis; Tennessee, Bob Taylor;
Montana Joseph M. Dixon; Idaho,
William E. Borah; Nebraska, Morris
Brown: Colorado, Samuel Gugen-
helm; Michigan, Alden Smith; Dela-
ware, Harry Richardson; Kentucky,
Judge Paynter.
Senator!' Embarrassed,
Waihington, Jan. 2S.—Democratfc
senators are disturbed over a report
that Senator Bailey is to return to
Washington before 'March 4 and ask
a vindication at the hands of his par-
ty colleague's in the snape of elec-
tion as minority leader.
The senatorial term of Mr. Black-
burn of Kentucky, chairman of the
Democratic caucus will expire in
'March. He was chosen a year ago at
which time MP. Bailey stated posi-
tively that he would not accept tne
office if it were tendered him.
Mr. Cuiberson the senior senator
from Texas, was urged to be a can-
didate for the place at the same
time. At least one Democratic. sena-
tor is not on speaking terms with
the brilliant Texan.
The Charming Woman.
Is not neceeearliy one of perfect forrn
and features. Many a plain woman
who could never serve as an vest's
model, posses.es those rare qualities
that all the world admires; neatness,
clear eyes, clean, smooth skin and that
sprightliness of step and action that
accompany good_ health. A physical-
ly weak woman is never attractive,
not even to herself. "electric Bitters
reatore weak women; give strong
nerves, bright eyes, smooth, velvety
skin, beautiful complexion. Guaran
teed at all druggists, 50c.
"I suppose," said Singleton, "that
you sometimes long for a little ex-
citement to relieve the monotony of
married life?" "On the contrary.'
replied Westlerly. "I frequently lqng
for a little monotony to relieve th4
excitement"— Chicago Newt,.
ALL THIS Vi'tistED
Is • stage, and Ballard's Snow Lint-
ment plays a most prominent part. It
has no superior for Rheumatism, stir
joints, cuts, 'meninx, and all pain& Buy
it. try it and you will alWays use it.
Anybody who has lased Renard's. Saow
Liniment is a ertiof of what it does.
Tiny a trial bottle Ste. Sec and $1.00.
&le ION
4011.
LILLIAN LANCASTER,
The talented Paducah girl, who appears at The Kentucky tonight As
Sweet Annie Page, tn Louis Jitiiii•s' Production of "The Merry
'Wives uf Windsor."
NEWS NOTES FROM SUNDAY PAPERS.
At the conclusion of a confer_ncei wall" Jackson declining to accept a
at the white house participated. in by pension of $10.0 a month provided
Secretary Taft, the president and a:under a resolution introduced a -few
number of other cabinet officers, the idays ago.
secretary said that he was not ready! Representative Reed, of Arkansas
yet to make' any annotincement re- ihas teen appointed by Speaker Can-
garding the awarding of the Panama non to the piece on-the judiciary corn
canal contract. tolttee declined by Representative
American Vi:le Consul Orrett, at Sherley.
KIngeton, Jamaica. has advised the' .Western members of the house are
state department that no American circulating,petitions for a call for a
dead have bean reported so far In !caucus to consider an extra, session to
Jamaica. The situation is improv:ng
and the earthquake shocks have
ceased.
The statement of the New ,York
clearinghouse banks for the past week
stale§ that the banks' hold*itre,SC*2 -
ROO more than the legal reserve, re-
quirements. This is a deereare of
$2,897,90.0 as compared with the
previous week,
It was learned that Senator Mor-
gan, Bei chairman of the senate cam-
mittee on ieteroceanie canals, is pre-
paring a TEPOrt which will charge
gress mismanagement and will make
Other sensatesnel disclosures..
A protest against future preeeate-
tion of "Salome," the sensational
opera by Richard Strauss has been
made to Director Conreid, of the Met-
ropolitan opera house of New York,
by the directors of the opera house.
Representative Sims, of Tennessee,
will endeavor to place the house
squarely on record indorsing the pres-
ident's action in the Brownsville af-
fair. and has introduced a resolution
to that effect.
Simple ceremenes characterized
the funeral of the late Senator A.:ger,
of Michigan, which was held at
Washington
The senate of North Carolina has
received a letter front Mrs. "Stone-
bring about a reform of the tariff.
Senor Luis Corea. the Nicaraguan
minister to the United States, is to
wed an American girl, Miss inda
Belle Flemziaing, of Washington.
An artiusifie setTr"..e skit based on
centralization was the major motif of
the annual dinner of the Gridiron
club at Washington.
Charles and James Harrison. broth-
ers-, aged twenty and twenty-one
years, were drowned at Terre Haute,
Ind., while skating.
Railroad traffic in Spain has been
seriously interrupted' at various places
owing to an unprecedentedly heavy
fall of Snow.
The president -has iseued a new
ardor Isoking toward the prevention
of frauds in the acquisition of pub-
lb e lands.
It 'is now believed that Senator
Aldrich, the Republican leader, will
compromise on the, Philippine teriff
bill. •
The British parliament will open
on February 12. King,Edward will
return this week from Windsor Cas-
tle to London.
The Rev. Dr. Henry M. Field. last
of the famous Field brothers, died In
Stockbridge, Mass.
The president will shortly send an-
other message to congress dealing
with the car shortage situation.
A cold wave prevails over the en-
tire northweit, many places report-
ing IT the coldest of th winter.
• Bailey and erldgc.
Senators Bailey and Beveridge cel-
ebrate their birthdays on the same
ate----October G. There is exactly a
year's difference In their ages. The
UM Prices in Benito! Work Until rexan was born In Mississippi in
14t63 and the Indianian in Ohio in
April 1st.
Gold Shell Crowns  11.3.50
Gold Fillings $1.00 up
Silver Fillings 71c
Partial Plates $3.00
All work guaranteed.
('at this coupon out and bring
it with you, it in worth $1.00.
Each person is limited to one
coupon for each job of plate or
bridge work only. Until after
Apirl 1, '07,
Dr. King Brooks„, „TIsT.
steel) and Brotteaset.
1862, Mr. Beveridge, however, looks
several. years yoringer than Mr. Bai-
ley, especially from a distance. Their
relations are very cordial now, in
spite or the sensational difficulty they
had on the floor of the senate a few
years ago. For a year or more after
the occurrence Messrs. Bailey and
Beveridge did not speak when they
met. Bet they are now, as before
Mated, very good friends. Whether
they were brought together by mutual
Friends is not known. It is believed,
however, that they . just naturally
drifted together. Since then their re-
lations are so <Trait'. that each
"visits" the other In open senate with-
out occasioning any commenj even in
the press gallery. Neither will dis-
cuss theft- former differences.—Wasti-
ington Herald.
Strheeribe for' The flan.
MOUNTAIN PEAKS
IN CHRISTIANITY
Where- God Makes Revelations
to His Church
The Rev. W. T. Boling Discusses
Milder View of the Work
Sunday Morning.
TEXT FROM. ISAIAH XL-9.
Folleming is -a—synopsis of a sermon
?reached by Rev. W. T. Bolling at
,roadway Me;hodist church, on Sim-
la; morning from Isaiah eGb
7.ion, thou that bringeth good tids
logs, get thee upon the high moune
1ain."
The great prophet, with inspired
vision, was sweeping the avenues of
epming time and beholding the de-
velopment of the corning kingdonoof
Christ and here cries out in exnor-
tation to the church to prepare her-
self for the great work assigned her
in proclaiming. the "good tidings or
great joy." Two propositions are here
presented, relating to privilege and
tesponsibility, which we should care-
fully and seriously consider, especi-
ally under present conditions of
vast opportunity for effective work in
expanding the kingdom of our Lord.
(a) The mission of the church is
to proclaim the good tidings, con-
tained in the gospel, unto men.
The church is Cnrist's vehicle for
this purpose, under the great com-
mand: "Go ye therefore teaching
whatsoever I have commanded you,
and lo I am with you always, even
unto the end of .the world."
Misconception of her purpose, as
:aid down by our Lord, leads to hurt-
ful and hindering results to the
church. Her sole mission is to pro-
eiaim the gospel and leave the re-
sults with the Lord, not to socialize
or to force the world but to enligh-
ten the minds and arouse the souls
of men by the gospel of Christ which
"Is the power of God unto salva-
tion," unto an appreciation and ac-
ceptance of proffered divine grace.
No appeal unto Caesar to force men
will at for the neglect of tif
church to "persuade men." accord-
ing to the divine plan, through the
proclamation of the gospel.
"Ye are my witnesses," eaith the
Lord, and "Ye shall witness for me
among all men." Only when the
epurch becomes alive to this great
fact, and goes out to proclaim by
lip and life the truths of the gospel.
can she become effective to the do-
ing of what Carist designed she
should do. In arousing the world and
brewing men to Him and unto the
knowledge of the truth in Him .
(b) We cannot.teach what we do
not know, and we must realize that
truth must with us lie within our
circle of certitude, and not on the
side lines of theory and theologieal
speculation. To "know God and Je-
sus Christ whom lie bath sent" we
must occupy the high places of per-
sonal view and knowledge, or as the
prophet puts it, get "upon the high
mountain" of faith and personal ex-
perleace. Tie order then to meet our
responsibility and to enjoy our privi-
leges, let us...recognize certain facts.
On the Mountains.
(1) God's revelations ass never
made in tae valleys, but upon the
mountains.
The great moral law was given to
Moses upon Mount Sinai, Abraham
had full and clear revelation of Go
upon Mount Moriah, - while Ell ah
received his greatest revelation, not
under a juniper bush in the valley,
but upon toe mountain amid the
wind, the fire, and the earthquake
shock, giving impressiv,eneCs to les-
son and command. The revealed glo-
ry of Christ coming out in his trans-
-figuration was upon, and only te
those who were with nim on, the
mountain, until Tabor, became the
scene of divine glory revealed to
man.
(2) The mountain position is one
orlitude and self realization.
Standing some years since in the
gorge of the Grand river in Colorado,
In the solitude of the mountain I
came to myself as never before, as I
realized the greatness of God In tee
awful silence o' His creation.
The church must get away front
the world, and into solitude with
Christ, to realize her mission. her
reemonsibllity atel her power. See
must "Come out from among the!,
and he ye separate ealth the Lord
or she cannot find the secret places e.
God "In the mountain of His hoi
negiff:: the' mountain view I. ccie
eimminemnise
Ruck,9hillipstiVo.
219..223 Bruetc..1way.
Vlearance in ̀ Cur
5hoe Separtment
In our general Clean-up Sale you will find many
seasonable, serviceable shoes, broken in widths
and sizes; just as vood for you, if your size is here,
and desirable for us to eliminate, as we need the
space now for spring arrivals.
20 Ver cent Ei4eount on Otis sine
80e Buys Woman's Felt Juliet, were 7,5o  60c
80.: Takes Woman' Felt .1 uliet, were 31 00  80c
80c Any Juliet sold at $1 25   80s'
31 20 Takes any .Juliet Sold at fl 50 *1 20
In blacks, browns, grays and reds.
$1 25 Buys Women's felt top old ladies' bal , sold
at $1 50   ...... —$1.25
25 Buys Woman's Flannel Lined old ladies' bal.,
sold at $1.59  $1 25
Vhi1dren'6 eggingg
75c Buys Child's White Astraken, usually sold at $1 25
75c Heys Child's Tan Leather Leggings, sold at $11/10
38e Boys Child's Wool Leggings, sold at 50c
48e Buys Misses' Wool Leggings, Sold at 10$ **1
()ids and ends of woman's $3.00 and ti..3.50 values in
Patent Colt Welts, going in this sale at the very
low price of . .......  $2.50
How na-row and contracted is a
valley view' at best and how wooden-
fully wide is the sweeps of one's
view, from the mcuntains' tap.
Down in our little valley of creed
hollernarrow we grow, how self val-
ued and over estimated do we be-
come. We narrow truth to the little
strip of sky whkh we see up be-
tween the lofty mountains' crags.
When we climb the mountain and
steal upon its summit how different.
how wide and how clear Is the view
for then we see no longer a mere
creed but Christ, No longer our little
lenomination only, but humanity in
all of its needs, its sins, its sorrows,
and we apprehend the brotherhood
of man, under toe ,Fatherhood of
God. on climbing wearily up
Long's Peak in the mighty Rockies
I stood at lad far up above timber
ilne, on the brown summit, and what
a view I had, and how this exprehe
sion of the prophet seemed to burn
Into meniory. Far down the range,
more teen a hundred miles away
(Continued on page tour.)
PILES CURED IN 8T0 14 DAYS
YAW OINTIfF.NT is anaranteed to cure may
case of Itching, Wine, Bleeding or Protridieg
Piles in 6 to 14 days or Siaisey refunded. Soc.
The Commercial Club of Chicka-
sha, I. T., proposes to organise a
$100,000 stock company to build a
cotton mill.
A Memorable Day.
One of the days we remember with
pleasure, as well as with profit to our
health, is the one on which we became
acquainted with Dr. King's New Life
Pills, and painless purifiers that curo
headache and biliousness, and keell
the bowels right. 25c, at all dreg
.stores.
...slemnimmewmwe
Foreman Bros. Novelty Co.
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
House wiring, electric plants installed.
Complete machine shop.
122-124 N. Fourth St. Phone. 787
111111111e1WIMIONS
SCHOOL BOOKS AND
SCHOOL SUPPLIES
We have every thing needed by the scholars
for the second term. On a number of items we
can save you monew. Come early, you might not
get what uu need, if y,ti wait too lcmg.
D. E. WILSON, The Book and Music Man
At Harbour's Department Store.
'HUMMEL BROS. INSURANCEuPhone279
the
st----eses4ONANINsOlteeesesesseee,--- e.
.4.  14' ram soca morn,
tbe.tabucab Zun.
AFTERNOON AND V/EERLY
BY THE SUN PUBLISIIINOCO.
DiconroRATED
F. IL FISHER, Presidio,.
M. Z. PAXTON. General Manger.
SUBSCRIPTION RATIO'S
'Motored at the postotilce at Peewee'.
K2.., as second class matter 
Thu DAILY strir
carrier, per week $ .1')
By mall, per month, in &draws .26
By mail, per year, in advance 2.64
THE WEEKLY SUN
Per year, by mail, postage paid- .81.00
address THE SUN, Paducah. Ky,
Odle% Ha south Third. Phones Sill
Payne a Young. Cluesge and New
f ork representatives.
. THE SUN can be found at the tallow-
y places:
R. D. Clements 11 011.
Van Culin Bros.
Palmer House.
John Wilhelm's.
MONDAY, JANU4RY 28.
43111()ULATION STATEMENT.
December-1006.
 3930 17 3963
1 3890 18 3921
4 3877 19 3949
1 3868 34 3926
3435 21 3938
7 3898 29 3939
8 3894 24 3939
10.........3874 28 3961
11.........1881 27 3925
12 3927 28 3932
13 3934 29 3899
14 3921 11 3888
:5 3914
TotaJ  97,921
Average for December, 1906  _3,917
&verage for December, 1905...3,740
I n oresse  177
Personally appeared before me
this, Jan. 1 1907, E. J. Paxton, gen-
eral manager of The Sun,swhe af-
firms that the above !statement of
the circulation of The Sun for the
month of Dec., 19046, is true to the
beet of his knowledge and belief.
PETER PURYEAR.
Notary Public.
My commission expires January
32, 1948.
Daily Thought.
"The force of great deeds rests on
small personal fidelities."
Conditions ate shaping therrfeelves
for the Paducah board of health to
take some drastic action in regard
to sanitation about Paducah, and
the words of the board are fair
enough. Now for action. Members of
the board should not be discouraged
In the matter of garbage disposal.
An incinerating plant is the only san-
itary and safe method of disposing of
the refuse of a large city. River
towns have grown too dependent on
the rivers. They use the waters to
drink and they use tne waters to
carri away their refuse. The situa-
tion at the foot of Clay- street and
the vicinty of Riverside hospital is
an object :esson In the practice of
getting_ rid of things but dumping
them in the nearest body of water.
"Out o sight, out of mind," is an
adage, but one not meant for our
guidance. It is more of a commenta-
ry on a human weakness; and out of
sight and out of mind do not always
mean out of smelling distance and
out of danger.
Socialists In Germany received a
stinging rebuke at the general elec-
/ion yesterday, and the government
was sustained, as al; governments
will be sustained by patriotic citi-
zens, when it comes to a question of
choosing between a vigorous na-
tional policy and permitting a back-
ward step, tnat -will be humiliating.
The German emperor proved the
quality of his statesmanship by ap-
pealing to the country in this crisis
more than by any other public act
of his. Sortalietic principles as a
moral force governing the attitude of
Individuals, and thereby influencing
governments for righteousness, le
one thing, and retroactive socialism,
which would palsy the hand of a na-
tion is another, and this is a lesson
Socialists and other political reform-
ers would do well to cogitate.
There is something appealingly
business like In the announcement
that Engineer Stevens will have en-
tire charge of the Panama canal op-
erations hereafter. The end of the
civil regime u of paramount Import-
ance is over. Theodore Shonts has
shown that yellow fever has
been eradicated, .s towns have
been built, the s railroad
line put In shnee. the macnInery
made ready anti all the preliminaries
to inch a glgantin undertaking com-
pleted. In such a work preparation
Is as necessary as the actual digging
of the canal. erre of course, must
come first Now tile work Is the kind
for a skilled engleeer with executive
ability. It Is up 'o Mr. Stevens to
prove "nimeelf. illeteS're off at Pana-
ma!
01:le Janidit has Introduced a bill
prohibiting common carriers trans-
porting Intoxicating liquor into a
local Option town Certainly there is
need of wrath Irfell of rellet in Ken-
tucky. This state passed just such a
law, but its operations are limited to
Kentucky cancerns. No Kentucky li-
quor dealer may ship goods into a
local option town or county, but a
Tennessee liquor dealer is at liberty
to shtp his goods anywhere he pleas-
es in Kentucky. Tile result has been
of no benefit to Kentucky local op-
tion communities, but it has helped
the Tennessee liquor business won-
derfully, to the detriment of the
Kentucky wholesale trade.
Prestnent Palmer's first official
declaration that his influence will al-
ways be on the side of strict account-
ability for the city's funds, is cor-
roborated by his past service. His
idea of switching $1,0'st) from the
silver service to the public library
fund will appeal to the small tax-
payer as the idea of a wise and hon-
est steward.
Ten thousand homeless In Cincin-
nati; two thousand houses under wa-
ter at Louisville; Evansville Meat-
ened at the swirling flood; !Owens-
boro crying over a :oss of $100,000;
Shawneetown deserted, and Paducah
high and dis- with only enough of
the surging tide to present an in-
eresting spectacle. Paducah is well
located.
Efforts of Kansas representatives
in congress to abolish the weather
department are like a man trying to
put out the light to hide his blem-
ishes from public view. The weather
department is in no way responsible
for the weather, whiskers or roosters
of Kansas.
Hearst will have no difficulty in
finding plenty of leaders in each lo-
cality for his Independence league. A
revelutionary idea with an "angel"
behind It makes the mouths of the
demagogues water In anticipation.
The Colorado legislature is about
to pass a "press muzzier" similar to
the one in force in Pennsylvania. But
Colorado has no fine state house like
Pennsylvania.
Wise men, when a fellow calls at-
tention to a pinhead protruding from
him, conclude that the point is
sticking In him.
Only dead men do not fight; but
the wise man waits for a cause worth
fighting for and an antagonist worth
fighting with.
0 
EPIDEMIC MILK-BORNE.
Immense practical Importance, as
well as considerable scientific value.
attaches to the discovery of tile Evan-
ston health authorities with regard
to the probable origin of the scarlet
fever epidemic. It seems that Genoa
Junction and vicinity, whence car-
loads of milk nave been shipped to
Chicago and Evanston, have been
suffering, front a Mettler epidemic,
and that among the suterers from
the disease were drivers and other
employes of a milk company.
It is (barged that there has been
"criminal carelessness" somewhere,
though the milk company is not
"wholly to blame," according to
Health Officer Cruden. "as it un-
doubtedly received milk from sources
where the disease prevailed without
knowing It
At any rate, It is now regarded as
hlgnly probaele that our epidemic is
of the milk-borne kind. The meas-
ures henceforth to be taken can be
more direct, decisive. and purposeful.
Scientifically the discovery is import-
ant for the reason that a complete
investigation of the facts should fur-
nish new light on the general ques-
tion of milk as an agency in
dissemination of scarlet fever.
The literature on the subject, as a
recent exce' nt summary and analy-
sis by Dr. Alice Hamilton In The
ArnerIcan Journal of the Medical
Sciences shows, is suggestive andfull,
but scarcely conclusive. Many reports
are based on insufficient evidence, or
on a theory generally believed to be
erroneous- namely, that a certain'
disease in cows is capable of causing
scarlet fever in human beings In
England the physicians and health
officers too readily attribute any lo-
cal epidener of scarlatina to contam-
inated milk. and their reports often
Ignore the proper rules of evidence.
In continental Europe the physicians
are more critical but the view that
Infection can be and ltas been con-
veyed through milk-which Is a
good culture medium for the scarlet
tina virus-is generally accepted. In
this cotvery there are many who
still question toe fact itself.
Thp conclusion reached by Dr.
Hamilton is that a !alp number of
reports of milk-borne outbreaks of
Scarlet fever are "above criticism"
and "apparently prove" that milk, "is
the most ftequent agent of Indirect
InfeetIon In this disease."
pTI the milk supplied from Genoa
Junction and vicinity was exposed to
the centaglon of scarlet fever, the
moot Important feature 'or condition
of a milk-borne epidemic of scarla-
tina la present, and the case mould
he thoroughly studied for the !mine-
diete and in Erect the weal and gen-
eral, benefits one% an Inquiry wote,1
rield --Chicago Record-Herald,
THE PADUCAH EVENING SUN
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RIVER NEWS
•
•
MONDAY, JANUARY 2S. Q
CHORDS GIRL IS
ATTENDING TRIAL
4
River Stews,
Cairo   53.3 0.2 rise
Chattanooga  5.5 0.6 fall
Cincinnati  40.9 13.1 fall
Evansville ...... .45.5 0.6 fall
Florence  4:5 1.1 fall
Johnsonville-Missing.
Louisville  27.5 8.7 fall
Mt. Carmel  2.4.5 0.5 rise
Nashville   15.3 7.7 fall
Pittsburg  4.5 1.3 fall
Davis Island Dam-Missing.
St. Louis  194 6.0 fall
Mt. Vernon  48.4 0.1 fall
Paducah  45.7 0.7 rise
With only one-tenth rise in the
Nat 34 'flours, rivermen are chang-
ing their expressions from despair to
hopefulness. The prospect of laid up
boats getting back to business is in-
jecting some ginger into the atmos-
phere of the wharf. The rise from
Saturday morning to Monday morn-
ing was 0.7 the stage.being at 45.7.
Tom Kelly, watchman on toe
steamer -H.. W. Buttorffe was struck
In the head.by a fender on the boat
and knocked 15 feet by the blow. It
cut a deep gash in his head. While
the boat was near Dover, Tenn., a
uoatinet tree limb lifted toe fender
up suddenly, freeing it from its po-
sition and dropping it on Kelly's
head.
Government Inspectors Green and
St. John finished Inspecting the Kit
Carson and the boat was passed eas-
ily. The Kit Carson was coaling this
morning and 1014 leave today for
Memphis, to tow . for the Patton
Towing company,
The inspection of the Mary Mi-
chael also was finished and that boat
pissed.
The Birmingham arrived from the
Hatchle river last night with three
barges of logs.
After taking on a good trip of to-
bacco, the Buttorff left' this morning
at 12 o'clock "for Clarksville, having
arrived Sunday night from Nasbvtlle.
The Joe Fowler tame In Saturday
night at 9 0-clock and left Sunday
morning at 3 o'clock for Evansville.
An engineer came down on the
Joe Fowler to go on the John Hop-
kins. and that steamer will come up
from Mound City early this week.
Mail arriving from Chattanooga
for officers of the steamer Joe Wheel-
er Indicates that that packet is near
Paducah. No word has been receiv-
ed at the wharfboat.
The City of Memphis will arrive-
tomorrow morning from the Tennes-
see river.
It probably will be several days
yet before the Dick Fowler will be
able to run safely under the Cairo
bridge. With the Lee liners out,
there is no packet In the Cairo trade,
except as far as Metropolis, which is
made daily by the George Cowling.
When the Clyde gets off the ways,
practically a new steamer will have
been built. Toe cabin is the only part
that will not be rebuilt The tincer-
Lain winter weather will delay the
work, but with the Memphis no in-
convenience to the Tennessee river
trade will result.
Dan, the beautiful big yellow cat
at the wharfboat, died Friday night
from what might be termed mono
food. Dan ate little else than rats
and the single diet made him sick.
He was several years oldeand was
around the wharf when the, old
wnarfboat was there. Dan frequent-
ly medrerips on the steamers but
always came back.
The elargaret came in from the
Tennessee river today with a tow for
the Ayer-Lord Tie company.
The Martha Hennen will leave this
week for Cincinnati with a tow of
staves.
BAD START FOR WEEK.
Iklaye ('ame. Illinois Central Men
Much Trouble.
,
Ill luck 11'm-eked the Sabbath for
the Minnie Central road. Following
close on delays from high water, de-
lays from other sources made rail-
roaders feel their lot a hard one, in-
deed. Train, No. 121, from Louis-
•Ille to Fulton. Was an hour late.-Its
engine was cleaned at Inc pit and
sent to the chute for coal. En route
the draft "turned over" the fire and
smothered it, "killing" the ermine.
Instead of leaving at 6:15 o'clock
with the Paducah-Cairo atcommoda-
tion train, the engine was not gotten
ready until an 'sour later and. she
left at 7:25 o'clock. While prepar-
ing to pull out a freight train broke
In . two and canoed further delay.
This morning the'-  fast Louisville-
Memphis passenger train was de-
,- '
layed over seven hours by, connec-
tigiii-elth the B. & 0. road at Louis-
ville. '
YOU IION"T HIVE TO eV•i!
Every dos, maker yoe feel better. SiL Po•
kewr• your whole 'aside. right. Sold on 04
sioney.back plats evervwher• Pt-tee foo rots.
eremorrow is McKinley's birth-
day and Is generally • observed by
wearing a earnation, McKinle‘a fav-
orite flower Any rotor iv worn. ,Or-
der Yours saw fpm Brunson.
Sits Beside Mrs. Thaw at the
Session Today
Wife of Defendant Will Tell of Her
Relations With Stanford
White to Jury.
.4 NOTE WIL IIE IMPORTANT
New York, Jan. 28.- Wnen the
Thaw trial was resumed today May
McKeuzie, the chorus girl whose pre-
sence in court his caused consieera-
ble comment, was in her accustomed
place beside Mrs. Evelyn Nesbit
Thaw. The work of securing a jury
was resumed. A new panel of tales-
men was ordered
Defense. of Thaw.
Harry Thaw's defense for the kill-
ing of Stanford White depends on a
tiny note which the young Pittsburg-
er is said to have intercepted while
it was being passed by the architect
to Mrs: Evelyn Neebit Thaw at the
Cafe Martin,efour hours before the
shooting in Madison Square roof gar-
den.
Witqnessets for the defense will
state that Harry Tnaw learned
through this * note that Stanford
White was still seeking to renew his
relationshjp with Evelyn, despite
pledge that 'ne woula not force his
attentions on the girl any more. It
will be developed that Thaw had ex-
acted a promise from White not to
annoy her with his attention and his
counsel will endeavor to snow that
when Thaw learned of White's du-
plicity be became filled with an all-
consuming desire to do away with
the man who, in his opinion, was
seeking out his wife and harassing
her with his advances. Evelyn Nes-
bit Thaw, on taking the witness
stand in her husband's defense, will
testify to all of her relationship %vita
White and. events which led up to
the shooting
Pittsburg alleviate have been re-
tained in the Thaw case and are
awaiting toe word to come to New
York to testify that the young mil-
lionaire was, and has been for some
time, subject to fits of temporary in-
sanity, accerdine to telegrams from
that city.
Dr. C. Wylie, one of the best
known alienists in Pittsburg, has
been consulted in the case, and his
testimony is considered as showing
conclusively the mental condition of
young Tnaw.
BURGLARS USE WAGON.
A white man and, boy' with a push
cart, stole all the meat and flour
from Enbank's meat market on Boyd
street 'bet weep Sixth and Seventh
streets, Saturday. They were Seen
going toward the river.
-Mr. John Curd and Miss Emma
Rawlings went to Metropolis this
morning and were married.
WANTED-104) girls at once.
Mergenthaler-Horton Basket Co.
MOUNTAIN PEAKS
OF CHRISTIANITY
(Continued from Third Page.)
Pike's Peak, snow crowned, could be
seen. Out to the west Gray's Peak,
the tallest of all of these sentinels,
keeping guard over the vastness of
the mounta.n solitude, rose majestic
to the view. Eastward the foothills
seemed to crouch at the feet of toe
mighty mountain range and then
the brown plain seemed to roll away
like a mighty' eea, broken into bil-
lows, and then the far off mists set-
tled to mark the limit of human vi-
ion, and 'nide the rest. As the even-
ing stole on int the shadows crept
out over the plain like scouts of the
night, and then In the eat the stars
came out like great lamps lighted by
unseen han Is; wnlle ,n the west the
sunshine lingered as a herald prom-
ising another day.
Then came night, and then the
morning dawned, beautiful, in her
gauze nf cloud, overhanging her robe
of ever changing tints of light, and
then-well the soul became lost in
the mountain view, and rose to an-
other mountain unseen by human
eyes, and In the sunrise of glorious
hope worshipped God Inset:Macy and
joy of the mountain view. Thous-
ands are dwelling in the valley* of
religion._ splendid souls who only
need to "get up unto tit* high- moue-
lain" view of God, of numanIty. and
of the privileges meter trio gospel to
give them new and broader life.
Then would they see that- the sun-
light (et Infinite lore ,hethee this old
world and thateporn sitcom the Mal=
owe come the light is skI4Ing In the
•
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GREEN TAG SAL
SATURDAY night, between the hours8 and 10, we had a number of
phone calls, each asking the same question:
Will the Green Tag Sale Continue Next
We therefore realize that some are in
and in answer wish to state that, as
tised
The Green Tag Sale Will Continue
Until next Saturday night, February 2,
o'clock. The sale has, thus far, proven the
est success of any sale ever given by this
and justly so when the extremely low prices
considered.
The impression seems to have been
among a few that the select goods have been
moved from our stock.
THIS IS A MISTAKE
Every Overcoat and Fancy Suit in Ihe House
Included in This Sale
Lot 3 Contains all Fancy Suits and Overcoatsthat sold up to $40.00 $15.00now. _____________... .... 
Lot 2 Contains Suits and Overcoats S1000that sold up to $20.00 now 
sold up to $12.50 now_
These Prices Are Strictly for Cash.
I 
lot 1 
Contains Suits arid Overcoats that
west with glow of promise .
Vigorous Life.
(4) Health is robust on the
mountain. How straining and weak-
ening is the valley life with its ma-
laria; its strained nerves, aching
muscles, and disturbed temper, and
in religion it has its fogs of doubt,
its dews of sorrow, and disappoint-
ment. Elijah down in the valley was
gloomy, despondent, and .weak, but
Ceel sent him up into the mountain
and it made him strong again, and
he went his way to duly and peace.
How many like Elijah are lying un-.
der the juniper busn worn, wearied,
and cast down. They are not bad, but
are sick at heart, and gloomy in
view as was the great prophet. 4-low
well they would feel, how full of
hope would they be, If they would
only go up "into toe high mountain"
and catch a broader view of the in-
fluence and power of the gospel of
asalvation.
The gloomy pPophets of evil, down
in the valley, complain that the
world is vowing worse, and that
the church Is less forceful, would
see from the mountain the world
growing tenderer. and more loving
in ministry, while physical, men(al
and moral agencies are being multi-
plied for the uplifting of the race,un-
der the lifting influence of the Christ
The church is widening her area of
toll and cultivation, while means are
multiplied for carrying on the work,
while the cheering signs of promise
are seen In every clime and every
zone and the song of 'God's advanc-
ing host comes to us wafted on eiery
breeze.
Wise men, as never before, are
pouring their gifts at the feet Of the
living Christ, wntle the little leaven
of Aptwitellc days has well nigh leav-
ened the whole lump of the nations
of the worlk as the light of higher
civilizattion glide valley and moun-
tain top with the glow of coming tri-
amps. Are.you gloOilly and sick, up-
tit discouraged Ton do nothing lo
help on tee great work, in which
millions are bluely engaged? (let out
of the valley life and ascend to a
mountain view of truth, to feel the
Invigotat4ng. spiritual attnnephere,
and drink of the limpid stream of
, Y• -
•
. , .
•
-
•
pure water of life.
0. that this church down in toe
valley, moaning about a little debt,
and tolling to see the light of day,
would ascend to the mountain of
divine promise, until she can prove
that "seek ye first the kingdom of
God and His rignteousness, and all
these things shall ne added unto
you,." Then would our Zion on the
mounts of f:od influence a city and
bring thousands to the knowledge qt
"the trutl: as it is In Christ Jesus."
"0 Zion, thou that brl3geth good
tailings, get thee upon the high
mountain," with its ranges of faith ,
and peaks of promise, amid which
there is robust health for the soul,
and a view-entrancing vision to the
spirit.
A Word About Our Skates
The Skates which we carry are made with the
utmost care And from the best of materials. This
description tells you much but the Skates them-
selves tell you far more.
IttiNNERS-Miide of carefully selected Hicarbon Steel,
extra broad at base, Hollow ground.
FOOT PLATES-Made from tested Homogeneous Steel.
Shaped to conform to foot. Owing to its peculiar construction
it is the lightest, and at the same time the most rigid in the
world.
CLAMPS-Are made of tuted Homogeneous Steel. The
The heel clamps are of extra height. "Diamond Edge" Skates
will "STAY ON" no matter how badly the heel may be worn.
The toe clamps are of the improved, self-adjusting pattern,
which planes the runner in the center of the foot. Just the
thing for BuRDog Shoes
LEVER-Positive los.k. Will not jar iodNe
75c to $2.50
t
L. W. Henneberger Co., Inc.
THE ,HOUSE._ OF QUALI1 Y
422-424 Broadway. both Te ephones 176
-
0
•
0
•,..
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Rucht, 9hillips `do. 
219-223 Broadway.
6ilk Vlearanee 6ale
`One %ore Eaq
cuegdaq
Out of the immense assortment we put
on sale today quite a few of the best
ones have not entirtly gone. So come
down early Tuesday aud get your choice
Jillts at
39e, 49e, 59, 69, 79e
9er Ziard
Vrepe de Vhine
39e and 69e
Radium 6'ilk
69e
Remnants 1-3 Off
LOCAL NEWS
--For Di
—Drink
brew.
Pendley ring 416.
Belvedere the master
—Patrolman William. Orr fell from
his porch and fractured a bone in his
right arm. He is not off duty.
—Dr. Gilbert, osteopath 4001/2
Broadway, Phone 196.
F.--eAldermat Frank Smith Wts ;alp
chased an interest in the insurance
business of Mr. Louis Bebout. The
firm name will be Reboot & Smith.
—When you order a rig from us
you are talking to one of the pro-
prietors or capable clerks (not a
driver or hostler) who writes, files
and fills the oredr at appointed time.
Palmer Transfer Co.
—Tomorrow is McKinley's birth-
day and is generally observed by
wearing a carnation, MoKinley's fav-
orite flower. Any color is worn. Or-
der yours now from Brunson.
—Magistrate Emery dismissed
Jodie RObertsoa, colored, Saturday.
He was charged by Henry Sparks
with selling a hog for $1O which he
found did not belong to the negro.
Sparks dropped the prosecution.
—City subscribers to the Daily
Sun who wish the delivery of their
papers stopped must notify our col-
lectors, or make their requests di-
rect to Tn. Sun office. Na attention
will be paid to such orders when
given to our carriers. Sun Pub. Co.
—Mr. Harry Lekena, the well
known drug satesman and Gideon,
will conduct srvices at the, Twenty-
• seem's! and-- Walnut street Btaptist
chth in Louisville nett Sunday at
th state Gideon convention. A num-
ber of Padocah Gideons will attend.
but Mr. Lukens is the only one on
the program.
—Drink Belvedere
beer.
--Get your school books and
scflool sup?lies for the second term
front D. E. Wilson. at Harbour's de-
partment store.
--Mayfield authorities want to
know If Lawson donee is wanted in
Paducah for shooting or any other
charge. The police know no such
man.
—Settees,
-kinds of sign
fine painting
the Paduc.att
the sign writer, all
and advertising writing,
of every character, in-
side work and carriage painting and
repairing. Phone 401
—For high-grade wallpaper see
Kelly & Umbauglo 321 Kentucky Av
—Belvedere beer is a points pro-
duct. Remember that.
— Accidental death wag the verdict
of the jury at the.inqueet into the
death of Mrs. Maude Schrand, who
burned to death Friday afternoon in
her bedroom at 102) North Tenth
street. Evidence of the woman's 'boy
and others was not Laken
J. V. Voris dentist, 200
Fraternity Building.
-- Pay respect to McKinley.
morrow la Carnation Day, and any
color cernetion is worn by ot>esers
of the city. Order you're from
•
son Dew.
—Jim Hester. a 0-Year-010 
• 
boltro
Miller, dr is teem • into
the back waters at Eleventh and
Washing/on streets Saturday after-
noon. His cries attracted Patrol-
men Ernest Hill and Casper Jones.
The policemen secured help and res-
, cued driver and team, but the wagon
was left oating in the water.
—Wedding invitations, announce-
ments anti every character of en-
graved work is given careful, per-
sonal attention at The Sun.
—A. C. Oden, H. P. Schote. G. 0..
Briggs, J.. A. Fortner, William
Wright, of Carter's Landing, Tenn.,
were taken before Police Judge D, A.
Crows in special' 'nights' session Satur-
day and Fortner and Wright dis-
missed and the others fined $10 and
costs for fighting, They engaged in
a general fight on the steamer Ken-
tucky at the wharf.
—Globe Wernicke Ilia& cases and
all supplies for them; also the best
line of carbons. A full line of blank
books and ail kinds of office supplies.
febephone orders promptly filled. Old
shone 436. R. D. Clements & Co.
—Sleigh for sale at Sexton sign
+harks, Sixteenth and Madison. Old
phone 401.
—Save money by getting your
school books and supplies from D. E.
Wilson, at Harbour's department
store.
—We have Slug Shot that will de-
'troy all in3ects on plants: and Plant
Food that will make plants grow.
Brunson, b29 Broadway.
—Dr. V. Blythe has moved furn
Fraternity building to 525 Broadway
next to Register building. Office
phones 870. residence 272.
—Upright, pianos from $150 to
$200, to reduce our stock of slightly
used pianos we make these offers, w,
T. Miller & Bro., 518 Broadway.
—E. Gathrie & Co. cordially in-
vite you to visit their comet depart-
ment and meet Miss Darnell, expert
corsetiere, who will demonstrate and
give fittings of the celebrated BON
TON corsets, during a period of one
Week, commencing Monday, January'
28th, 19107
—Pay respect to McKinley. To-
morrow in Carnation Day, and any
color carnation Is worn by observers
of the day. Order yours from Brun-
son now.
TIM PApITCAH EVENING SUN.
PEOPLE
AND SOCIAL EVENTS
Mrs. Henry Rudy'' Luncheon for
Miss Davis.
Mrs. Henry Rudy entertained wits
a charmingly appointed luncheon to-
day at 1:30 o'clock at the Rudy
home on Kentucky avenue, in honor
of Miss Martha Davis, and the ma-
trons and maids of her bridal party.
Tae exquisite luncheon table was a
color symphony in pink. The center
piece was a pretty arrangement of
pink roses and pink ribbon, the rib-
bon forming graceful loops on the
table, surrounding the roses. Beau-
tiful crystal and silver added to the
charming effect. The place cards
were an especially pretty feature of
the luncheoni'and were sometning
out of the usual order. They were all
figures in miniature, representing a
bridal Party.  A  bride in all her splen-
dor andli bridegroom, marked the
place of the brid-eelect. The matrons
of honor were indicated by the short
veils and small bouquets. Tne girls
each had a "best man" in his best
glory. An elaborate menu of nine
courses was beautifully served. The
Ices were from Louisville and were
In pink rose cases.. The individual
cakes were iced with roses and car-
ried out the pink and white scheme.
The congenial guests were: Miss
Martha Davis, Mrs. William Booten
of Denver; Mrs. John W. Scott; Mrs.
Vernon Blythe, Miss An Rhea, of
Nashville; Miss Evelyn Walker, of
Dyersburg; Miss Elizabeth Sinnott,
Miss Mary, Scott, Miss Kathleen
Whitefield. 
•
Entre NOUS Club,
'Miss Frances Wallace will ente
tam n the Entre Nous club on Wedness
day afternoon at 2 o'clock, at her
home on Norm Ninth street.
Dance' List on for Thursday Night.
The list for the dance to be given
by a number of the younger society
boys, is at the Gilbert drug store,
Brbadway and Fourth street.
' • .alumni Meeting.
The Paducah High School Alumni
will meet on Friday afternoon at 4
o'clock at the High school auditorium
on %Vest Broadway. After the busi-
ness meeting there will be an attrac-
tive musical program.
Sunday Wedding at Boaz Station.
Miss Ethel Colley and Mr. Bennie
Weldon, beth of Graves county, were
married yesterday morning by Squire
J. D. Boaz at Boaz StatItin. The,
are popular young people of their
section.
Money for Fountain Fund.
It has been said more than often
thalaPonee Pedttehhan always a
Paducahan " This the local chapter
of the Daughters of the American
Revolution is finding true in the en-
oeuragement they are meeting with
from frier Paducahans in raising
funds forihe public fountain at
Broadway. and Fifth street.
Today Miss Emily Morrow, secre-
tary of the chapter, received a letter
from Mr. Henry C. Yeiser. of Oinciu-
nett, brother of Mayor D. A. Yeiser,
enclosing 22,5 for the fountain fund.
Mrs. hula Bringhtiret Epperson
and Miss Mollie Claiborne, of Nash-
vile, Tenn., will arrive Tuesday af-
ternoon to attend the wedding of Mrs.
Epperison's brother, Mr. Edward K.
Bringhurst. and Miss Martha Davis
on Tuee&ay evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Gregory and
son will return to thetr home in Chi-
(sago 'this evening after a two days'
visit to Mrs. Charles F. Wiletacth, of
Washington street, and she Misses
Richardson, an South Third street.
Mrs. M. D. Gracey. of Oakland,
Cal., is visiting her sister, Mrs. Wil-
liam Marble, sire of the well known
attorney.
Born, to Mr, and Mrs. William T.
Carneal. of Grahamville, a daughter.
Mr. and Mra Gus Swanson went to
Memphis yeeterday to attend the
funeral of Mrs, George Duckett.
Mr. Ed Kontle and his sister, Miss
Clara Kontle, of the St. John's neigh-
"Come In Out cf the Wet."
'Silly Billy wants a kiss. sitting in the rain.
Why should she deny him this? Answer's very plaint
Can the fire of love biewarm (heed my language—mark I)
With the wetness of the storm putting out the spark?
*omit folks never know enough to escape thi wet:
Sit around end say, "It's toughi"—doowed to vain regret.
Store is full sad stock is fine, still nobody, bays.
Come inside end seise to pine Secret. ADVERTISE!
ghtiLdkla&MaLtilklaMillit isai....mailatlataisillat.,Adaimiaminoi01111111111111111
borhood, are the guests st Mrs..Rovie
Sneed, of Tenneseerilsteeet.
Mr. William Dicki has recovered
from an attack of chicken pox.
MI's. S. S. Sales, of Pittsburg, Is
visiting her sister, Mrs. J Benedict,
of North Seventh street.
Col. G. W. Landrane of Smith-
land, is in the city.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Lucas return-
ed from Wing° this morning, after a
visit to the former's parents.
Stipervisor William MeNamara, of
the Louisville division of the Illinois
Central, was in the city today on
business.
W. V. Eaton will go to Louisville
tonight on business.
John K. Hendrick returned last
night from bouisville where he had
been on legal business.
Lal D. Threikeld, of Smithland
was in the city triday on business,
Mr. Roscoe Reed returned tocla
from a vi:it in Cincinnati.
Mr. Hoyle Sneed and his sister,
Miss Maggie Sneed, spent Sunday in
M2.3-field.
Mr. Joe Reeder, of Bridge street,
has returned from St. Louis, after
attending the bedside of his daugh-
ter.
Master Roy Bryan will leave, this
evening for Jackson, Tenn., to join
his parents, who now live there,
Mrs. Adam Welkert has returned
from an extended visit to Kansas
City, Mo.
DEATHS OF A DAY
ISaile Overten.
Isaac Overten, 67 ,old, died Janu-
ary 10 at Metropolis, Ill., after an
1
y
lness of two years. He is survived
one daughter. He was well known
Graves county.
Mrs. S. V. Davis.
Mrs S. V Davis, formerly of this
city, dropped dead at the residence
of her sister Mrs. Charles Cardwell,
at Madisonville, Ky., Saturday even-
ing. She was visiting her sister at
the time, and news reached Paducah
in a telegram to Mrs. Will Wright, a
niece, of 227 North Ninth street, Sat-
urday at midnight. Mrs. Davis was
70 years old and was born in Hop-
kinsville. Her husband was a promi-
nt physician in Hopkinsville and
fter his-death 18 -rears ago she
ame to Paducah to 'reside. Mrs. Da-
s lived with her daughter, Mts.
Allen Jorgenson, here, but two
years ago went to Harlington to live
with her son, Dr. PoS. Davis. The
only surviving children are Dr. Da-
vis and Mrs. Jorgenson. The funeral
will be held today, and Mrs. Will
Wright and Mrs. Fannie Baker, her
mother, will attend.
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
,Palriveir—R. F. Neliring, Cincin-
ti; V. A. Picard.  ?dew York: J. L.
leerrtisal, Chicago:tF. E. Hill, New
Orleans; S. Selig-stein, St. Louis; R.
B. Miller. Springfield, 0.; H. S. rant
Joplin, Mo.; M. E. !Rameey. St.
Louts: C. R. Proseland. Mayfield: E.
L. Emery, Indianapolis; C. Phillips.
Murray; R. L. Stratton Memphis; D.
T. Hartwell, Marion, Ili.; J. W. Howe
Cairo, Ili.
Belvedere—F. B. Henry, Cleveland
O.; C. W. Kalthoff, Cincinnati; R. L.
Gump, Kansas City, Mo.; Nathan
Arnson, New York: William .Jothneon,
Chicago; J. H. Gray, Douguas, Mich.;
E. 0. Hasmbeller, Quincy, Ill.
New Richmond—R. H. Wetzel,Cleve-
land. 0.: Mike Anderson, Ploekney:
TU.; Joe Ryan. Murray; Ernest Movie
ell, Marion, Ill.; J. V. Alford, 'Har-
din; Bert Lillie, flarnietsburg. ;
T. J. Jacksem, Louisville; J. A. Fort-
ner, Denver. Tenn.: P. F. Foreman.
Metropolis, Ill.; C. E. Threadgill,
Sikeston, Mo.; C. D. Davis, Carrs-
vine; R. E. Kincaid, Metropolis, Ill.;
James Hamby, Woodbury,
Professor—I came in acfordance
with an invitation I received to" ex-
amine your collection .of curiosities
Parvenu (Just returned from long
voyage)— Certainly, professor, walk
right in. Allow me to first introduce
to you my wife and daughters. —
Translated for Transatlantic Tales
from "Meggendorfer Stetter."
"Dubley has an automobile, hasn't
he?" "I don't knovie" "Why. I
thought you told me you Raw hint
with one yeeterday." "Yes. bk that
was yesterday."— Philadelphia
Press.
Reporter—Well, I've Interviewed
her.
Editor—Did sne talk without re-
straint?
Reporter--I should say nit! She
wouldn't say a word until her hus-
band came in and told her to keep
still.---'13hIledelphia Inquirer.
—Place your orders for wedding
hsvitations at home. The Sun *bowls
as great an assortment as you find
anywhere at prises much lower than
You pay elsewhere.
--Pran k Ricketts, colored, 25
months old died at 801 Tonnes/twee
[street today The burial %On be to-
morrow In ()ak Grove cemetery,
Every time 14 man seeepte a 10-rent
gift It costs him a.dollar.
IN THE COURTS 4-+
Circuit court.
The case of James Herring against
Mrs. Marx Allison for $309 alleged
to be due ae a commission for sell-
ing a farm, is in the hands of the
jury.
C. W. Boswell, et al, against the
Citizens' Savings bank is on trial. It
will not go to the jury today.
Order of sale was entered in the
case of A. isruce, ei. al., against
the People's Home Purchasing, com-
pany'.
& company against
The Hall Canning company, agreed
judgment for $148.23. • •
F. G. Rudolph, ciiiiintittee for Oc
tavia Hughes, Minnie Walker end
Sallie Penn, idiots, made the usual
allowances.
Mrs. E. E. Jackson against the
stal Telegraph and Cable company,
motion for a new trial withdrawn by
plaintiff.
Deeds Filed.
Walter Washington to L. A. Wash-
ington, power of attorney.
- E: Whittemore to T. E.-Lydon,
property in Whittemore's West End
addition, $1 and other considerations.
Peon Lee to T. E. Lydon property
in the Whittemore West End addi-
tion, $200.:
Emma R. Coley, et al., to Florence
Adkins, property in the county, $80.
Police Court.
Oscar Baker was held to the grand
jury under bond of $304) for ob-
taining money by false pretenses this
morning by Police judge_ D. A.
Cross. He Is charged wTth selling an
overcoat belonging to Emery Harper,
for 75 cents.
Harry and Jonas Smith, colored.
were held under a bond of $300 each
for malicious cutting.
Other cases: Tom Lutz, drunk and
disorderly, $14) and costs; Mitchell
Caldwell, cohered. drunk, $1 and
costs.
Fight on Street.
Young Taylor, foreman of the Pa-
ducah dry docks and Buck Whit-
huret, an ex-txyliceman,.had a diffi-
culty this morning near First street
and' Broadway. Both Men were ar-
rested.
Petit Larceny Charge. •
Frank James a colored railroad
brakeman, was arrested this after-
noon by Detectives Moore and Baker
on their charge 'of petit larceny. He Is
alleged to have stolen laundry front
a Star laundry wagon several day's
ago. Fred Crossland, colored, ac-
cusied him of the theft, and says he
has been guilty of robbing the same
wagon before.
County Court.
Warren
public.
The will of the late Joe Gourieux
was filed for probate this morning In
county Court. The deceased leaves
all his estate, both personal and real,
to his wife, Mrs. E. Gourieux,-and ap-
points her executrix without bond
The will was dated November 16,
19.06, and was witnessed by Gus G.
Singleton.
Mrs, Mary E. Gourleux was appoint
ed guardan of her infant children.
The liquor license of Joe Gourioux
yaws 'transferred to E. C. El Aker th:s
Inorn'ing In county court."
Sights qualified as a notary
Marriage Licensee,
0:lie Rudolph, county, 27, to Hat-
tie Futrell, 17, county.
C. Reynolds, city, 22, to Ruth Da-
vidson city, 17, colored.
AVA NTED— 100 girls at once.
Mergenthaler-Horton Basket Co.
Attorney La; Threikeld, of Smith-
land, is In the city.
NATURE AS A RECONSTRUCTOR.
"Nature repairs her ravages—re-
pairs them with her sunshine and
with human labor."
Osteopathy Is one of Nature's most
used instruments in repairing her
ravages. Take the Osteopathic treat-
ment of headaches. It locates the pri-
mary cause and removes it, not In
administering a common known sed-
ative to on and all alike, but by a
simple mechanical manipulation.
So, In digestive disorders Osteop-
athy restors+ the nervous equilibri-
um to the stomach, bowels, liver,
pancrees, etc., and a unity of action
established. tne jlsorders are readily
controlled and cured.
Constipation can be cured only by
observing natere'm laws. The regular
Movement, of the bowels depend on
their nerve and blood "enpplv. If one
or the other is disturbed in any way
there is disorder—sickness. Ostecrp-
*thy here again is Nature's cure.
I should like to tell you personally
at any time of the great succeed; I am
having with the treatment and refe.'
you to some of vOur friends who w:11
eagerly atteet to what osteopathy hi
doing or has done for them. Phone
me at 1407 at any time.
ItE. 0. B. FROA019,
616 Broadway.
HENS WILL LAY
If in Oood Condition
Horses Will Pull
If feeling good.
Cows Pay
If fed properly
Hogs Win- Fatten
If treated right
Hart has the right remedies for
Hens, Horses, Cows and Hogs. It
makes them all do their level best
for U. Try it. It's cheap but good.
6E0. 0. HART & SONS CO
WANT ADS.
A want ad. rens up a smaller "ex-
pense account" than any other sales-
man!
This is one of sOur "lucky days"
if your advertisement is better titan
that of any one of your competitors.
There are as many things in .toe
store ads, today to interest you as
there are to interest any other per-
son in the city, Of course. someone
else may fini more of them than you
do!
FOR Heating and Stovewood ling
437 F. Levin.
—11-1oft RENT—Storeroom, Fifth &
Jefferson streets. John Dean.,
ROOM and board, 408 Washington.
Old phone 26,0.0.
WANTED — Gentlemen boarders.
Mrs. J. C. Walker, 1148 Broadway.
HOUSE-- for rent. Apply 1218
Clay,
CLOTHES cleaned and repaired.
Jas. Duffy, Phone 956-a.
OVERSTREET, the painter. New
phone 1025, old phone 975.
FOR RENT—Furnished: upstairs-
front room 626 North Sixth.
WANTED--Pcrsitiod by stenogra-
pher. Address Z. Sun.
WANTED—Two furnisned rooms
for light housekeeping. Old -phone
1749.
WILLIAMS Furniture exchange,
538 South Third. Furniture bought
and sold. New phone 900-a.
FOR RENT—Four room cottage,
314 Tennessee, also shop Second and
Tennessee. Phone 222.
E&-I-STD ,your clothes to the Fault-
less Pressing club, 3021O Broadway.
Drake & Browder, proprietors. Both
phones 1507.
SLEIGH for sale, at Sexton's sign
works, Sixteenth and Madison. Phone
401,
FOR RENT—Cheap. three con-
necting rooms, with bath. 918 Mon-
roe.
WANTED—Girl to cook and assist
In housework. Apply at 809 Ken-
tucky avenue.
FOR RENT--The house number
115 South Second street. Apply to
Biederman Distilling Co., next door.
I WISH to announce to the ladles
that T have moved my dressmaking
parlors from 615 Jefferson to 219
North Sixth, Miss Eva Nutt, Modiste
FOR SALE— Two good' milch
cows, fresh and good stock. Apply
Dr. R. D. Harper Paducah, R. F. D.
5. Old phone 524-a
FOR RENT--Three room house,
with bath, 315 Ohio Street. Inquire
ih'est.Kentueky Coal Co.. Second
and Ohio streets.
WANTE5—Incluetrious younovowaiu
for bookkeeper. 4enegrapher ' and
office work Must write good hand
and hove good habits. Address X..
this °Mee
FOR SALE 1 toe.. out fiat li. In
Cochran apartments, end a lot of
'
handsome (limit ere, oarpets and
draperies 'in time only two weeks, Ap-
ply at the fiat.
WANTED — Stenographer and
typewriter, either man or lady. Ad-:
dress Emerson Floating theater, city.
WANTED—To buy life insurance
policies that have been in force from
seven to twenty years; also endow-
ment polcies. We pay a larger
amount in cash than does the com-
pany in which you. are insured. If in-
terested, phone C,
Real Estate and Ceneral Insurance,
Trueheart Bldg.
—Miss Carrie Lehman, of Louis-
ville, held three meetings .....at the
Third street M. E. Church Sunday
and had a large attendance at cach.
She is doing excellent work in reform
tend will. eonight- sneak eagaie -Lbes
church.
—Chillotte Scott, 75 years c7I,
colored, died this morning Coroner
Esker held an investigation. The
body will be buried tomorrow. The
woman lived on South Seventh street
u
W NT ED-100 girth at once.
alergenthaler-Horton Basket Co.
SOMETHING TO
THINK ABOUT
Almost everybody knows that li-
cense should be paid in January: yet
some people seen; ti forget it. This
Is intended as a friendly reminder .
FOR YOUR, GOOD.
Ten Per cent most be added to all
license, after February 1st. Naturally
this is not a pleasant obligation to
settle. It is also an unpleasant duty
for the treasurer to collect It. There-
fore endeavor to avoid it by your
prompt attention.
Every business, occupation. agency -
and profession Is liable for a license.
Kindly call at the city treasurer's
office at your. Curliest convenience
that you may save this penalty, and
greatly oblige,
Yours respectfully.
JOHN J. DORIAN,
City Treasurer
New Directory
Copy for our next directory
will go to press January 30.
All changes and' additions
should be received before this
date. Our directory is the
Recognized city directory of
the well-to-do. You are so-
cially and commercially lost if
your name does not appear.
EAST TENNESSEE
TELEPHONE CO.
Ince rrrrr t•st
e-,,letersetalievAtte70-4
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STOP WOMAN
AND CONSIDER
First, that almoet every operation
in our hoepitale performed upon
women, becomes necessary because
of neglect of such symptoms as
Backache, Irregularities, Displace-
ments. Pain in the Side, Dragging
Sensations. Dizziness and Sleepless-
ness.
Second, that Lydia E. Pinkhanes
Vegetable Compound, made from
native roots and herbs, has cured
more cases of female ills than any
other one medicine known. It reg-
ulates, strengthens and restores women's health and is invaluable in
preparing women for child-birth and during the period of Change
of Life.
Third, the great volume of unsolicited and grateful testimonials on
file at the Pinkharn Laboratory at Lynn. Mass., many of which are from
time to time being published by special permiseion, gave absolute evi-
dence of the value of Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound and Mrs.
lainkham's advice.
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
For more than 30 years has been Curing Female Complaints, such as
Dragging Sensations, Weak Back. Falling and Displacemente. In-
flammation and Ulceration, and Organic Diseases, and it dissolves
and expels Tumors at an early stage.,
Mrs. Pinkham's Standing Invitation to Women
Women suffering from any form of female weakness are invited to
write Mrs. Pinkham. Lynn, Mass. foradvice. She is the Mrs. Pinkham who
has been advising sick women free of charge for more than twenty
years, and before that she assisted her mother-in-law, Lydia E. Pink-
ham in advising. Thus she is especially well qualified to guide sick
women back to health, Write today, don't wait until too late.
Ihmiaminommo
CONFUSION
RESULTS IN HIGH SCHOOL FROM
FAILURE TO GET NEW SEATS.
Number of New Scholars Enter Be-
ginning o( Second Term of
aie Year.
With less than 250
seats to accommo late
seats. The only system pusltie
being employed. The auditorium
the study loom, and each class
kept in the recitation room until
other class is ready to recite. When
the next class enters the recitation
room the other goes to the audit-m.1-
nm and assumes the seats vacated in
the auditorlern. This entails loss of
time and confusion.
Little can be told of the number
of new scholars as yet. The superin-
tendent's office was filled from early
morning with pupils and parents and
regulation something like 20 new pupils will
over 300 pu- enter the first few days, it is,esta
pils the Paducah Hign school started
this morning on Inc sectind term of
the school year under unfavorable
conditions. 1 he school board, which
had the seating of the auditorium in
charge failed to secure additional
.s
is!
is
an-
mated. There was some little confu-
sion in the schools notwithstanding
the fact that everything possible to
prevent it was done, but by tomor-
row the schools will be running
smoothly.
Modern Plumbing
You cannot say your home is
modern and comfortable if your
bathroom fixtures are old, and
unsanitary.
Modern plumbing and bath room equipment
makes your hcme healthy and comfortable.
"Stassod- plumbing fixtures are the most durable
and sanitary fixtures made. We handle thu inc
and add our own guarantee to the manufacturers.
We combine skilled. experienced labor with M-
s xable prices and prompt service.
E. D. Hannan
BOTH FRONK.% 201. 132 South Fourth.
W. L Douglas il a progressive shoe manufac-
turer. His shoes ought to be bc'ter ez.ch season, and they are
better. While he always makes tlyzni vs good as he knows how,
yet as quickly as he discovers r. y s of betterment, the better-
ments are made. He never buye any but the very best selected
materials. If the market dozs rot afford what W. L. Douglas
believes his shoes demand, he makes it. W. L. Douglas passes
the tanner and tans sole leather by his own secret process. That
is one reason why NV.I-Douglas 5:3.50 shoes afford such unusual
service. Then, again, the upper leather is as good as the sole
leather, and the making is as honest as the leather.
I For these reasons and bec.ausz of his unrivalled facilities as
the largest shoemaker in the world, it is only natural that W.L.
Douglas 13.50 shoes shoulir be distinctly superior in style, in
service, and in comfort to the ordinary footwear. It is the tes-
timony of millions, backed up by constant purchase, that they
have never found the equal of W. L. Doegias $3.50 shoes.
BOLD BY
LENEILER LYDON
Removal  Sale of A. Pollock's Jewelry Store
About February 15th we will take possession of our new store
room—now occupied by the Great Pacific Tea and Coffee Co.,
333 Broadway. In the _ru.eantime we have made startling re-
duetions on our entire line of Watches, Diamonds and Jewelry.
Tibia for twn reason*: First, we. wish to move as little as pos
sable of the present and, when We get into our new location, we
mean to have a clean, new stack. If you need anything in our
line give us a eel], for we have made a emit of 50 per cent ie
many instances.
A. POLLOCK
640 Broadway. Empire Building
AiliMmommouggiL
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L. & N. CHANGES
PLAN FOR ROUTE
Will Build From Providence
Through to Paducah
Will Miss Marion and Come By Way
of Prilleettna and Run to
Metropolis, Ill.
LATEST REPORT FROM WORK.
It is now given out in an Indirect
way that the L. & N. has changed
Its original plan and will build from
Providence to Paducah, giving a di-
rect through line from Louisville to
that city via the Henderson route to
Irvington, thence to Fordsville,
thence to Hartford. Ohio county,
thence to Madisonville and Provi-
dence to the big Purchase city, says
the Henderson Journal.
Already the L. & N. operas a
line from Madisonville to Providence,
a distance of sixteen miles. The
change has been made in the route
west of Providence, Instead of build-
ing the road from Providence to
Marion, as first intimated, it *Ill be
built to Princeton, where two lines
of the Illinois Central Cross. From
Princeton the line will be built to Pa-
ducah, a distance of fifty miles, and
from there to Metropolis, 1:1., where
a northern connection will be made.
The line from Madisonville to
Princeton wil penetrate the richest
coal fields of the state, which so far
has had but poor outlet. What the
Louisville & Nashville Railroad com-
pany is after is a direct line from the
coal fields of western Kentucky to
Louisville, which it has not now. The
Illinois Central has practically had a
monopoly on the coal business from
western Kentucky to Louisville up
to this time. No one thing has had
so much to do with the recent sear-
city of coal and of cars. Two lines
penetrating the coal fields will give a
better outlet and give all operators
a chance to put their coal upon the
Louisville, market.
PINE BARK USED
TO BAKE BREAD
Makos Healthful and 'Nour-
ishing Food
Kamschatkans Macerate thy Inner
Bark in Water and Bake Without
Flour.
CONSUMPTION UNKNOWN THERE
In Kamschatka the people live,in
earth-covered pits. Mr. Kennan com-
ares the sound of. their language to
that of water running (>1.4-61-a nar-
row-mouth jug. Their bread is made
from the Inner bark of the Pine Tree,
macerated in water and baked with-
out flour. They are a hardy race, the
Pine lieepine the blood pure and the
various organs of the body in a
healthy condition. Consumption is
unknown among them.
A noted specialist in throat and
lung trouble, who established a camp
for consumptivee in the Pine Woods
of Maine, and whore remarkable
cures there have attracted great at-
tention from the medical world, ways
that,one-half ounce of the Pure Vir-
gin Oil of Pine mixed with two
ounces of Glycerine and one-half pint
of good Whisky, and used in teaspoon-
ful doses, will heal and strengthen
the lungs, break up a cold in twenty-
four hours, andecure any cough that
is curable. The ingredients can be
secured from any good prescription
druggist at small cost.
Inquiry at the prescription depart-
ment of a leading local druggist elic-
ited the Information that the Pure
Virgin Oil 'of Pine is pet up only in
half-ounce vials for dispensing. each
vial is securely sealed in a round
wooden case, with engraved wrapper,
showing the name—"Virgin Oil of
Pine (Pure-"—plainly printed there-
on. There are many rank imitations
of Virgin Oil of Pine (Pure), Which
are being put out under various
names, such as Concentrated Oil of
Pint, Pine Balsam, etc. Never ac-
cept these as a substitute for the
Pure Virgin Oil of Pine, as they will
NEWS OF KENTUCKY 
einffvartiatbhley dper,otdrucerensautitsesn and never
Return to NIsylleid.
Mayfield, Jan. 28.—Mr. and Mrs.
Arthur E. Vineyard arrived here Sat-
urday morning and .have secured
rooms at the home of Mr. C. A. Mc-
Donald on East 'Broadway. The cou-
ple were married on the 23rd, in To-
ledo, Ohio. The bride was formerly
Miss Mary Iva Canfield, of Toledo,
and a most beautiful and accomp-
lished young lady and comes from a
prominent and highly respected fam-
ily of the Buckeye state. Mr. Vine-
yard is quite well and favorably
known in Mayfleld where he makes
his headquarters. For several years
he has been making his home in Pa-
ducah. He is the traveling repre-
sentative of the Palmer. Transfer
companY, of Paducah, and by his
routine work on trains he is located
in Mayfield most of his time. They
spent a few days in Paducah before
coming to Mayfield.
Sues Gus Coulter's Estate.
Frankfort, Ky., Jan. 28.—Attorney
General Hays today flied In the Frank
lin circuit or state fiscal court a peti-
tion in the name of the common-
wealth against Mrs. Hester D. Caul-
ter„ administratrix, and the Am..ra
can Bonding and Trust company, of
Baltimore, Md , and others, bonds-
men of the late State Auditor Gus G.
Coulter, in which he seeks to recover
into the state treasury $12,991.82.
money which he claims was paid out
during the Coulter administration
wrongfully and without warrant of
law. The defendants, besides those
named, are G. W. Ligon. J. L. Stuns-
ton, H. S. Hale, W. S. Cook, J. E.
Robbins, Gus Thomas, W. S. Caven-
der, W. D. Sullivan, J. T. George,
James T. Webb, B. A. Norman, W. A.
Usher, W. B. Norman, G. T. Fulton
and G. R. Allen, sureties on the offi-
cial bond of the late auditor. The
petition recites that, under the laws
of the commonwealth, Cotilter was
allowed $17,400 annually to enable
him to employ and pay such clerks
as might he necessary for the proper
discharge of the busine,a of his office;
that between May 25. 1900, and the
first Monday in January. 1901. he was
allowed under the law $93,900 for
clerk hire, and no more. Plaintiff
says that Coulter expended out Of the
tileasury between said dater; $76.791,-
82, thereby appropriating and paying
without authority of law $12.9,91.82,
and thejapae was "wrongfully, Illeg-
ally and without authority paid."
If you enjoy muffins and waffles.
try Mrs. Austin's Pancake flour and
you will be delighted.
If you wish to fall In the maims-
Hon of the average human' being.
cut him from your Invitation list.
C.
•
•
lf
EXTEND COMMERCE
TO FOREIGN LANDS
Plan of Convention Held at
Washington Recently
Some Excellent Ideas Advanced :and
Important Facts Brought Out
By ,Speakers.
SHOPKEEPER OF THE WORLD.
Washington, Jan. 25. — Uncle
Sam is to be the shop keeper of the
world. More taan 1200 leading busi-
ness men of the entire country, dele-
gates to the national convention for
the extension of the foreign com-
merce of the United States, have just
edeclared ans. The convention, which
was the greatest business meeting ev-
er held in tee United States, has ad-
journed after a three day session
here, during which time it was ad-
dressed by President Roosevelt, Sec-
retary Root and Secretary Shaw.
While the government reports for
the last fiscal year showed that the
exports of the United States have
reached the enormous total of about
$1,800,000.000, nevertheless this
national convention declares that it
will not be satisfied until the coun-
try's exports aggregate three bil-
lions annually. The organization is
crystallizing the movement for the
introduction of American roods and
American manufactures in every
country in the world.
The convention was the outgrowth
of plans formulated and carried to
completion by the New York board
of trade and transportation. E. S. A.
de Lima as chairman of the ecitemit-
tee whirh call d and organized (he
convention, summarized the wore
and ideals of the big national gath-
ering of business men when, at the
banquet which closed
tion, he said:
"The judgment of the convention,
as shown by the resolutions which
were adopted, was nut the expres-
sion of the careful thought and ex-
perience of long years of business
life. On all the principal subjects ta-
ken up and thoroughly discussedehe
1200 delegates present front all over
the country agreed unanimously, and
eecare.,e6eceeeeicic.41,70,2,egeevmaa on the two subjects on which there
was a division, namely, tile rectproc-
lity and ship postal subvention ques-
tions, the resolutions adopted were
heartily supported by an overwhelm-
ing majority, thus snowing that in
all these hatters hasty or ill-formed
judgment had played no part what-
ever.
"It was evident from the very in-
telligent discussion which took place
on the floor of the convention, that
the men who were present had thor-
oughly studied the subjects they
took up, and were therefore well-
qualified to render sound judgments
of their own. The convention con-
sisted, as stated before, of some 1,-
200 men who have traveled from ev-
ery part of the country, thus show-
ing the great interest being taken in
the question of extending our foreign
commerce. Every man was a promi-
nent business man, ine governors a
Well as the commercial organizations,
bating taken especial care In choos-I
Ing their delegates la____•om their best
men.
"The opinions rendered by this
business conventhen-which was the
most important ever held in thta
country, merit, therefore the most
careful considbration of our legisla-:
tors, who would do well to listen to
the voice of men who have no other I
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TO LET
Several superior offices: on second -And
third floors of our building, provided with
heat, water, light, electrit elevator and modern
sanitary arrangements.
Prices lowest in city for similar offices--
double offices especially adapted for dentists.
American-German National Bank
227 Broadway
Is
NEW' BOOKS
Installed on Shelves at Paducah
Public Library.
na.-2CerfneeirraifeeMeeiVatati(Peeent4a20"ee**2ian
Late fiction, silentitie and histori-
cal works, are among the latest addi-
tions to the book shelves at the pub-
lic library. The following list of
new books have been put into circula-
tion:
Patten, Rockspur Rivals; Alden.
Knight of the Silver Shield; Johns-
ton, Little Colonel Maid of Honor;
Dix, Merrylips; Doug:as, laplen Grant
in College; Bison, Curiosities of Mu-
sic: DeMorgan, Joseph Vance; Phelps,
The Man in the Case; Fowler. Con-
cerning Isabel Carnaby; Todd, The
Real Benedict Arnold; Goodnow,
Municipal Problems; Malone Le
Mort D'Artbur; Gilder (comp.) The
American Idea as Expounded by
American Statesmen; Crawford, F.
M., Southern Italy and Wily and the
Rulers of the South; Drayton & Mc-
Neill!, Brain and Mind; Sherman. Ta-
per Lights; Schouler, Constitutional
Studies.
Subscribe for The Sun,
Carmen
Complexion
Powder
Now sold exelusively by
Will J. Gilbert
This is an announcement of
peculiar interest to every lady
in Paducah, but most par-
tieularly to brunettes, for Car-
men is made for them. It is
an invisible but very effective
face powder for brunettes
and coa.es in three shades.
You probably know Carmen
now, if not we want to make
you acquainted.
GILBERT'S
'Drug Store
4th and Broadway
Ageht for original AtIleirettl
Canines \
the conven-
Interest at heart than the general;
welfare of the country, and who are 
I
well qualified to speak by reason or 1
their long experience and their care.:
1
ful study of commercial Conditions.'
.
To establish the United States as
the greateet commercial nation e
the world, the convention believe,1
that legislation should follow four
we'l-defined lines These lines would
provide for a Ship postal subvention,
the conservative adoption of recip-
rocal trade relations with various
countries, the reformation of the
present consular service, and last.
hut not least, ratification of tae trea-
ty with Santo Domingo.
Searching Debate.
The two subjects first named
brought forth an tiallitistIve and
searching debate. Those opposed to
ship subsidy in aqr form inveighed
against the grant of government amo
to the merchant, marine on the
ground that It win class legislation.
However. the convention, realising
that something should be done to
strengthen the nation's maritime pow
er, endorsed a plan to grant to shift
:Ines a subvention for the carrying
of the tails. This will stimulate
ship builders and 3111p owners In es-
tablishing -Tines with this Country's
colonies In the Pacific and with South
American ports.
The question of reelprortty also
hrottght on a warm debate. As It
came within the realm of
there were some present who believ-
ed that the adoption of a resiprocity
EDGAR W WHITTEMORE
Real Estate Agency.
FREE REAL, ESTATE PRICE LIST
Fraternity Building. Both Phones 835
•
program would mean a general as.
Sault on the tariff question. Recog,
nition of the need for closer trade
relations with certain coeutries,how-
ever, led to the adoption of a resolu-
tion endorsing such a scheme.
There was no division whatever
on the subject of consular reforms,
tional convention for the extension
of the foreign commerce of the Unit-
ed States marks an epoch in the bus-
iness history of the country. While
no permanent organization has yet
been completed, the matter has been
left to an executive board, with rep-
resentative from each state and ter-
and the delegates unanimously urged i ritory. This board will meet subject
upon Congress the necessity for a to call, and as soon as possible tho
widespread and sweeping change in matter of national organization will
thn matter of foreign agents. The re accomplished. Mr. de Lima, who
convention belleves that an intelli- as chairman of the committee _teat 
gently formed and smoothly evork- !created the convention is probably
lag consular force is the most pow- the most prominent in the work, re-
erful agent for trade expansion that Ifuses to venture an opinion as t
o
the country can muster.
Santo Domingo Treaty.
On the question of ratification of
the 'Santo DOlitirig0 treaty, it- was
pointed out that at the present time
the United States is acting as guar-
din of the island republic without
warrant in law, and that this condi-
tion offers a constant menace to the
United States. The island, lying as it
does practica. catrance to
the Panama canal, is of vital strat-
egical importance to this country.
Under the present conditions, for-
eign nations financially interested in
the isiand have every right to seize
It, thus not only wresting its rich
trade from this couptry but forcing a
rnpture that would be felt vitally by
United Stites commerce.'
Altogether the meeting of the na-
just when this will be brought about.
A Wonderful Happening.
Port. byron, N. Y., has witnessed .
one of the most remarkable cases of
healing ever recorded. Amos F.
King, of that place nays: "Bucklen's
Arnica Salve cured a sore on my leg
with which I had suffered over 80
years. I am now elghty-five." Guar-
anteed to cure all sores, by all drug-
gists, 2E-e.
Lives Imperiled.
Dover, N. H., Jan. 26.—The lives
of four hundred employes of the Co-
thee° Manufacturing company were
imperiled today by a fire whi:dt
swept through the five story struct-
ure. Many were hurt by jumping
from iwindowa.
There's Only One Way to Get
Rich and That's by Saving.
If you resolve to save a certain portion, however
small, of the money you earn, deposit it each month
or oftener in our Bank at 4 per cent interest, you'll
be pleased and surprised to find how quickly you will
accumulate a substantial sum. We will loan you a
Home Savings Bank to help you save. $1.00 will
open you account with us. Start today, We invite
small Recounts.
Mechanics and
Fanners Savings Bank
210 Broadway
We Use the King of All
Bosom Ironers.—Why?
First—Because it irons smoothly, not fongh.
Second--The button holes or stud holes match.
Third—Negligee shirts with buttons are ironed perfectly
and without injury.
Fourth—It irons either stiff or plaited bosoms like new, and
the "hump" so oftep seen is missing.
No other like it in West Kentucky. Satisfy yourself by
sending us'your laundry.
'v
STAR LALJNDRY
Both Phones 200. 120 North F rth St.
•
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flADE FR011 NATIVE ROOTS.
el SAFE AND RELIABLE.
That the roots of many native plants,
grossing wild In our American forests,
possess remarkable properties for thecure
of human maladies is well proven. Even
the untutored Indian had learned the
curative value of some of these and
taught She met- settlers their uses. The
Indian never liked work so he wanted his
squaw to get well as soon as possible that
she might do the work and let him hunt.
Therefore, he dug "papoose root" for her,
for that was their great remedy for fe-
male weaknesses. Dr. Pierce uses the
same root-called Blue Coliosh-in his
"Favorite Prescription," skillfully com-
bined with other agents tket make it
more effective than any othermedicine in
curing all the various weaknesses and
painful derangements peculiar to women.
Many afflicted women have been saved
from the operating table and the sur-
geon's isniee by the timely use of Doctor
Pierce's Favorite Prescription. Tender-
ness oveesithe lower pelvic region, with
backaehe, spells_of dizziness, faintness,
bearing down paineor distress should not
go unheeded. A course of "Favorite Pre-
scription" will work marvelous benefit
in all such cases, and Feudally effect a
pceinanept cure If persisted in for a rea-
sonable length of ti e. The "Favoritecr
Prescription" is a armless agent, being
wholly preparedf MI native medicinel
roots, without a Top of alcohol in its
make up, whereas all other medicines,
put up for sale through druggists for
woman's peculiar ailments, contain large
quaittetiest of- spirituons- liquors,
are very harmful. especially to delicate
women. "Favorite Prescription" con-
tains neiteer alcohol nor harmful habit-
forming drugs. All its ingredients are
printed on each bottle wrapper. It is a
powerful invigorating tonic, imparting
health and strength in particular to the
organs distinctly feminine. For weak
and sickly women, who are "worn-out,"
or debilitated, especially for women who
work- In store, office, or school-room, whc
sit at the typewriter or sewing machine,
or bear heavy household burdens, and for
nursing mothers, Dr. Pierce's Favorite
Peescription will prove a priceless benefit
because of its -health -restoring and
strength-giving power. 4
For constipation, thrtrue, scientific
cure is Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pelee&
bind. harmless, yeS, tours. .
RHEUMATISM.
Bone or Back Pains, Svtollen Joints
CURED
THROt Gil THE BLOOD
By Botanic. Blood Balm (B. B. 114
There is hope for the most hopeless
case of Rheumatism if the sufferer will
only take Botanic mood Balm (B. B. B.)
It invigorates the blood, making it
pure and rich, and destroying the ac-
tive poison in the blood, which causes
the awful symptoms of Rheumatism.
Leading Symptoms—Bone pains. Sci-
atica or shooting pains up and dOwn
the leg: aching back or shoulder
blades, swollen Joints oreswollen mus-
cles: difficulty in /Milne around so
you have to use crutches; blood thin
or skin rale; skin itehes and burns;
shifting pains; bad breath; sciatica,
lumbago, gouts ete: Botanic 'blood
Balm (11 R. B.) will remove every
symptom, giving quick relief from the
first dose, and B. B. B. sends a rich
tingling flood of warm, rich, pure blood
direct to the paralyzed nerves, bones
and Joints...giving warmth and strength
Just where It is needed, and in this
way making a perfect, tasting cure of
Rheumatism in an its forms. et B. B.
has made thousands of cures after
medicines or doctors have failed to
help or cure.
Weak, Inactive Kidneys—One of the
* causes of Rheumatism Is due to inac-
tive, kidneys and bladder. B. H. B.
strengthens weak kidneys and bladder,
draining out ail diseased matter and all
uric acid, so the urine flows freely and
naturally.
Botanic Blood Balm (B. B. 11.1 is
pleaartnt nod sate to tnkr. Thoroughly
tented for 39 yearn. Composed of Pure
Detente ingredieuts. Streoatbewa Weak
Stomach, curem Dyspepsia. Price tri
per large bottle, at drug store-s or by
exprestY prepaid. Sample free by writ-
ing 1.14.1.11 Bairn Co.. .ttlaista. Ga. Sold
In Paducah. Ky.. by R. W. Walker & Co.
N. J. Gilbert, Lank Ilroa., Myer & List.
CaU or ,nrite either store.
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D. A. Bailey, PICIp.
IYIETROPOLIS, ILL.
Newest and best hotel In the city
Rates $2-00, Two large setup'.
rooms, Bath rooms. Electri
lignts. The only centrally locate,
hotel in the city,
estrwerrial Patrsaate %kite*.
Oak Dale Hotel
Brook port,
Mies S1 1 OH. EttlfAing 0 I.
- Wt. I A. Dichilia,
Scene—The hall of a country
hottae. Guests arrivinf for dinner.
Perkins (the extra man who is had In
to kelp at most dinners given in the
neighborhood— confidentially but
audibly—"Cood eveaing, Miss Wat-
efs. There's some of that nice pud-
ding 'ere tonigbt, what one time you
took twice of!"—Puck.
THB JAI
Of living Is to have good health. Pin
)ierbtne eel you will have bushels of
Joy. You need not be blue, fretful ant.
have that bad taste in Your mouth
Try a bottle of Herhine, a positive cure
for all liver complaints. E. Harrell,
Austin, Tex., writes: "I have used
Herbine for over`a year. and find It 4
tine regulator. 1 gladly recommend iteast a fine medicine for Dyspepsia."
Sold by all druggists.
Sometimes women Play play cards
at a card party if the:e is nothing to
talk about,
KILL THE COUCH
AND CURE THE LUNP8 
WITH Dr. king's
New Discovery
/TONSUNIPTION hies
FOR 0 
D
L 8
S
88 3(0 60e & $1.00010 Free Trial.
Sorest Quick alt Ours for 7,-Irt
THROAT and LITHO TIM:TE-
LE% or ?CONEY RACK.
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Masquerader
By KATHERINE CECIL THURSTON,
Author of “The Circle," Etc.
Copyright. 1904. by Harper Ls Brothers
 mmweelegramomili
CHAPTER I.
WO Incidents, widely different
in character yet bound togeth-
er by results, marked the night
of Jan. 23. On that night the
blackest fog within a tour years' meta-
or fell upon certain portions of Lou-
don and also on that night Maine the
first autieuucement of the border ris-
ings; rigninst the Persian government
in the province of Khorassan-the an-
_thats specsulateen
even smiled at, at the time, assumed
such significance in the light of after
events.
At S o'clock the news spread through
the house of commons, but at 1) men in
the -inner lobbies were gossiping, uot
e much upon how -far Russia, while
ostensibly upholding the shah, had
pulled the strings by which the Insur-
gents dentced, as upon the manner in
which tee St. George's Gazette. the
Tory evening newspaper, had seized
upeu the incident and shaken it in the
faces of the government.
More than once before ',nicely?, the
Owner and editor of the St. George's,
had stepped outside the decorous circle
of tradition and taken a plunge into
modem journalism, but tonight he es-
sayed deeper waters than before and
uuder an almost sensational heading
deelared that in this apparently inno-
cent border rising we bad less an out-
come of mere racial antagonism than
it first faint index of a long cherished
Ituesian scheme, growing to a gradual
maturity- under the "drift" policy of
the present British government.
The effect produced by this pro-
nouneement. If strong, was varied.
Member's of the opposition saw, or
thought they saw, a reflection of it in
the smiling unconcern on the minis-
feriae benches, and the government
had tin uneasy sense that behind the
newly kindled interest on the other
side of the house lay some mysterious
scenting of -battle from afar off. But
though these impressions ran like elec-
tricity through the atmosphere. noth-
ing tangible marked their passage, and
the ordinary business of the house pro-
ceeded until half past 11, when an ad-'
Jour:in:lent was moved.
The first man to hurry from his place
was Stain Chilcote, member for East
Warn. Ile passed out of the house
quickly, with the half furtive quick-
ness that marks a self absorbed man.
:nal as lie, passed the pollee/awn .stund-
lug stolidly under the arched doorway
of the big courtyard he swerved a lit-
tle, as if startled out of his thoughts.
He realized his swerve almost before
It was accomplished and pulled him-
self together with nervous Irritability.
"Foggy night, constable," he said,
with elaborate carelessness.
"Foiary night, sir, and thickening up
west," responded the man. •
"Ale Indeed!" Chlicote's ausseer was
nhsent. The constable's cheery voice
jarred on him, and for the second time
lie was conscious of senseless irrita-
tion. Without a further glance at the
man, be slipped out Into the courtyard
and turned toward the main gate.
At the gateway two cab lamps show-
ed through the mist of shifting fog
like the eyes of a great cat, and the
familiar "Hansom, sir?" mine to, him
indistinctly.
Ile pause be force of custom and.
stepping forward. had almost touched
the open door when a 'new impulse
Caused Mm to drzi,w back.
"No," he said hurriedly: "no. I'll
The cabin:in muttered, lashed his
horse and, with a clatter of hoofs and
heelless. wheeled away, while Chlicote,
still with uncertain hnstineee, crosseel
the road In the direction of Whitehall.
About the abbey the fog had par-
tially lifted, and in the railed gnrtien
that faces the honses of parliament
the etattme were visible in a spectra+
eat-. But Chileote's glance was unsta-
ble and indifferent. He 'drifted the
railings heedlessly and, crossing the
road with the speed of long familiar-
ity. gained Whitehall ou tile left hand
side.
There the fog had dropped, and, look-
ing upward toward Trnftrigar square.
it seemed that time chain of lamps ex-
tended little farther than the Horse
;Tennis ttud that beyond lay nothing.
Unronscious of this capricious alter-
nation between darkness and light
cbileote ceetinued his course. To a
close observer the manner of his going
had both Interest and suggestion, for
Omagh lie walked on, anParentle self
engrossed, yet at every down steps he
started at some sound or some tauch.
lite • man whose nervous system Is
pail rilly overstrung.
Maintaining his haste, he went de-
liberntely forward. oblivious of the
fact that at each step the curtain of
derkness ahont him became doter,
."aniper, more tangible; that At each
econd the passersby jostled 'etch
other with greater frequency. Then,
nbruptly, with a sudden retilisntion of
what had happened. he stood smite
still. Without anticipation or prepa-
ration he had walked full into the
thickneee- of the fog-n thickness so
dense that. as by an enchanter's
the note.% of a moment before melted,
the street lamps Were sacked up Into
tkie night.
'Ms drat fooling was a settee of panie
at the !sudden isolation, hie second a
thrill Of nervous apprehenelon at the
>111 t in that had allowed him to be go
elite' peed. The second fettling out-
welshed tlee first. He mot ed forward.
then paused again, uncertain of hlni-
•
self. Finally, with the consciousness
that inection. was unbearable, he
moved on once more, his eyes wide
open, oue hand thrust out as a pretec-
thou and guide.
The fog had closed in behind him as
heavily as in front, shutting oft all pos-
sibility of retreat. All about him in
the darkness wes a confusion of voices
-cheerful, dubious, alarmed or angry.
Now and then aerleeve brushed his or
404101W-1AM-
was a strange moment, a moment of
poseibilities. to which the crnnehing
eheels, the oaths and laughter from
the blocked traffic of the roadway,
nettle a continuous accompaniment.
Keeping well to the left Chileote still
beat on. There was a persistence in
his movemeuts that almost amounted
to fear-a fear born of solitude tilled
with innumerable sounds. For a space
lie groped about him without result.
then his fingers touched 'the cold sur-
face of a shutteres1 shop front and a
thrill of reassurance passed Vowel;
eim. With renewed haste and -clinging
to his landmark as a blind man might.
he started forward with fresh impetus.
Foe, a dozen paces lie moved rapidly
anti unevenly, then the natural result
et-mitred. Ile collided with a man corn-
jug in the opposite direction.
The shock was abrupt. Both men
swore sitnuitaneousiy. then both -laugh--
ed. The whole thing was casual, but
Chlicote 'Vas iu that state of mind
Wben even the commonplace becomes
abnormal. The other man's exclama-
tion, the other man's laugh. struck on
his nerves. Coining out of the dark-
ness; they sounded like a repetition of
his own. •
Nine omit of every ten men In London,
given the ignite seeiseposition and the
same education, miglit reasonably be
expected to express annoyance or
amusement in the same manner, possi-
bly in the sante tone of voice, and Chil-
cote remembered this almost at the
moment of his nervous jar. ..
"Beastly fog!" be said aloud. "I'm
trying to find Grosvenor square, but
the-chances seem rather small."
The other laughed again, and again
(be laugh upset Clfflcote. He Wonder-
ed uncomfortably if he was becoming
a prey to illusions. But the stranger
spoke before the que. Ion had solved
Itself.
"I'm afraid they are stnall," he said.
"It Weuld,.he,reinicest Mara tit,4111•1
way to the devil on a night like this."
Chileote made a murmur of amuse-
ment and drew back against the shop.
"Yes. We can see now where the
blind Man scores. In the matter of sal-
vation. This is almost a repetitioniof
the fog of six years ago. Were you
out in that?" It was a habit of his
to jump from one sentence to auother,
a habit that had grewu of late.
•'No." Time 'strangerhad also groped
his way to the shop front. "No, I was
out of England six years ago."
"You were lucky." Cbilcote turned
up the collar of his coat. "It was an
atrocious fo at black as this, but
more universal. I remember it well.
It was the eighe.Leelagton made his
great sugar speech. Some of us were
fonnd on Lambeth bridge at 3 in the
morning, baying left the heuse at 12."
Chileoto seldom Indulged in reininis-
eencese but this couversation with an
unmet' companion was more like a
gailloquy than a dialogue. Ile was
almost surprised Into an excitimattoe
when the other cauglet lip -his words
"Ali: The sugar speech" be, a al ,i
"Odd that I should [tare been looking
it up only yeeterday. What a mere-
utheent dreseing up of a dry subject It
was Vi'llat a ,career, Lexington prone
Med In those days"'
,Chileote changed his position.
"You are interested In the muddle
dewn at Westwiuster?" he meted see-
"tr. it tyre the turn of the stranger
to 'draw back a step. "Oh. I read my
ems-spinier with the other 5,000,000.
that Is n11. I am an outsider." His
volee sonnded curt. The warmth that
adinirction had brought Into it a mo-
ment before had frozen abruptly.
"An outelder!" Chlicote repeated.
"What an enviable Word!"
"Possibly, to those who are Well in-
eltle.tbe ring. Rut let us go brick to
Lexington. Ni'llat n pinnacle the man
reacted. and what a drop lie had! It
hae always seemed to me an extraor-
linary instance of the huninti leaven
running tbrowth Us all. Whet was the
reel cause of his collapse?" he asked_
suddenly. "Was It dregs or drink? I
hive often wished to get at the truth."
Again Chilcote changed his attitude.
"Ii, truth 'ever worth getting tit?" he
asked irrelevantly.
"In the crime of a pnblic mrn-yes.
He exchanges his Weiler for the Inter-
mit of the messes. If he gives the
mime* the iletalle of' his success, why
not the detalle.of hiefidlure? But wfts
it drink that Reeked Mtn under?"
"No." Chileote's response came after
a pause.
"Drugs?"
Agnin Chilcote beeltated. And at
the moment of his Indecision a WOU:311*
brushed past him laughing boleterous-
ly. The stignti jarred him.
"Was it drugs?" the stranger went on
easily. "I have always hail a theory
that It was."
"Yes. It was morphia." The answer
esuie before Chilteste hind realized It.
The WOMOU'll laugh at tbe stranger's
quiet persistence bad contrived to
draw It fro ;trim. instantly he had
lipolteu be looked about him qUICkly,
,
like one who has for a momeiet for
gotten a sieemsaary egihniee
There was bile:tee whit, the straager
thought over the Information just given
him. Then he spoke again, with a new
touch ot • ehemence.
"Ito I Imagined." he said, "though, on
my soul, I never really credited It. To
have erlF-,- d e•-• much and to bare
thrown it, away for a common vice!"
He made an exclamation of disgust.
Chile-etc gave an ansteudy _laugh.
"You judge hardly-711e Alid.
The other repeated his sound of con-
tempt. "Justly so. No man has the
right to squander what another %amid
give his soul for. It lessees the gen-
eral respect for power."
"You are a believer in power?" The
tone was !sarcastic, but the sarcasm
sounded thin.
"Yes. All power Is the outeeme of in-
dividuality, either past or present. I
find no sentiment for the man who
plays with it."
The quiet contempt of the tone stung
Chileote.
"Do you imagine that Lexington
made no fight?" he naked
"Can't you picture the man's struggle
while the vice that had. 'been slave
gradually became master?" He stop-
ped to take breath, and In the co
pause that followed It seemed to him
that the other made a murmur of in-
crettality.
"Perhaps you think of morphia as a
pleasure?" he added. "Think of it, in-
stead, as a tyrant that tortures the
mind If held to and the body if cast
off." Urged by the darkness and the
silence of his companion, the rein of
his speech had loosened. In that mo-
ment lie was not Chileote, the member
for East Wark, whose moods and si-
lences were proverbial, but Cbileoto
the nein whose mind craved the relief
of speech.
"You talk as the world talks-outeof
ignoraece and 'self righteousness," he
went on. "Before you condemn 'Lex-
'ington you should put yourself In his
pinee"-'
i"ses Ton- do?" the other laughed.
nIrtiatispeet ug and inoffensive as the
was It startled Chileote. With a
sulltten alarm be pulled himself up.
"Ir He tried to echo the laugh,
but the attempt fell flat. "Oh. I mere-
ly speak from-from De Quinces. But
I believe this fog is shifting-I really
believe it is shifting. Can you oblige
me with a light? I had almost forgot-
ten that a man may still smoke though
he has been deprived of sight." Ile
spoke fast and disjointedly. He- was
overwhelmed by the idea that he had
let himself go and possessed by the
wish to obliterate the censequences.
As he talked he fumbled for his ciga-
rette ease.
His head was lent as he searched
for .Lt nervously. Without looking up
he was conscious that the cloud of fog
that held him , prisoner eels, lifting,
rolling away, closing bock again, pre-.
peratory to final disappearance. Hav-
ing found the case, he put a cigarette
between his lips and mese(' his hand
at the moment that the stranger drew
a match across his box.
For a second each stadrit'biankly at
ffier''other's face, suddettly made NISI-
int' a second each stared blankly at the
other's facc
tile by the lifting of *the fog. The
match in the eftangere hand burned
gown till it scorched his fingers, and,
feeling the pain, he laughed and let it
"Of all odd thingsel be said. Then he
broke off. The circumetantme was too
tiorel for ordinary rentark.
By one of those rare occurrences,
those chances that seem too wild for
real life and yet belong to no other
sphere, the two feces so strangely hid-
hen and strangely revealed were iden-
tical, feature for feature. It seemed
to each man that he looked not at the
face of another, but at his own face
reflected in ii flawless looking glass.
Of the two the stranger wits the first
to regntn self possession. Seeing ChU-
eote's bewilderment, he came to his
rescue with brusque tactfnIness.
"The position is decidedly odd," be
maid. "But, after all, why should we
tem so surpritiell? Nature can't be eter-
nally (trireme. She must dry up some-
times, and when she gets a good model
why alionldn't she use It twice?" Ile
irew hack. surveying Chlicote whim-
sically. "But, pardon UK\ you are dill
waiting for that :Ight!"
Chilcotte still held tlw cigarette be-
tween his lips. The paper bad become
dry, and tie mointened It as he leaned
toward his companion.
, "Don't mind tae," he saM. "I'm
rather-rather unstrung tonight, and
this thing gave me it jar. To be can-
did, my imagination took head in the
fog, and 1 got to fancying I was talk.
big to myself'--
- "And pulled 'no to find the fancy 'in
some wny real?"
"Yes, something like that."
Both were silent for a moment. Chit-
cote polled herd at litrillltrette; then,
remembering his ohligathigits, he tanked
kinAtly lo tin other.
"Won't you ifinoke?" he nskeil.-.-
The stranger aceepted a cigurette
from the case held out to him, and as
he did so the extraordinary likeness to
hicuitelf struck Chileote with added
force. luvoluatarlly he put out his
hand and touched the other's arm.
"IV.; eny nerves!" he said in explana-
tion. -They make me want to feel
that you are substautial. Nerves play
such beastly triceie" He laughed awk-
wardly.
The other clewed up. His expree-
Mau on the indment was slighitiy sur-
prised, slightly contemptuous, but he
changed it iastantly to conventional in-
terest. "I am afraid I aui not an au-
thority on nerves," he said.
But Chilcote was preoccupied. Ills
thoughts had turned into another chan-
nel.
"How old are you?" he asked sud-
denly.
The other did not answer Imwediete-
ly. "My age?" he said at last slowly.
"Oh. I believe I shall be thirty-six to-
morrow, to be quite accurate."
Chileote lifted his head quickly.
"\l'hy do you use that toue?" he
asked. "I am six months older than
you. and I only wish it was six years,
-year nearer enneton"- •  # 
Agaiu a slight incredulous contemn!'
crossed the other's eyes. "Oblivion?"
he said. "Where are your ambitions?"
"They don't exeet."
"Don't exist? Yet you voice your
country? I concluded that much in
the fog."
Chilcote laughed sarcastically.
"When one has voiced one's country
for six years one gets hoarse. It's a
molt ura I consequence."
The other smiled. "Aim, diecontentr
he said. "The modern milker. But we
must both be getting under way. Good
night. Stall we shake hands-to prove
that we are genuinely material?"
Cbileote timid been standing unusually
still, following the stranger's words,
caught by his self reliance and Im-
pressed by his personality. Now, as
he ceased to speak, he moved quickly
forward. iinpelled by a nervous cure
OsItY.
"Whiyostiould we just halt 'each other
and pass-like the proverbial ships?"
he Fetid immesh-0y. "If nature was
careless enough to let the reproductiou
tneet the original she must abide the
consequences."
The other laughed, but his laugh was
short. "Oh. I don't know. Our roads
lie differently. You would get nothing
out of me, and I"- He stopped and
:wain laughed shortly. "No," he said.
"I'd be content to pass if I were you.
The unsuccessful man Is seldom a
profitable study. Shall we say good
night?"
He took Chilcote's band for an in-
stant, then. crossing the footpath, he
passed into the roadway toward the
Strand.
It was done In a moment, but with
hie going a sense of loss fell upon Chin
cpte. He stood for a space, newly cog-
scions of unfamiliar faces and unfa-
miliar voices in the stream of passers-
by, Then, suddenly mastered by an im-
pulse, he wheeled rapidly and darted
otter the tall, lean figure so ridiculous-
ly like his own.
Halfway across Trafalgar square be
overtook the stranger. He had paused
on one of the small stone islands that
break the current of traffic and was
waiting for an opportunity to cross the
street. in the glare of light from the
lamp above his head Chikeete saw for
the first time that, under a remarkable
neatness of appearance, his clothes
were well worn-almost shabby. The
discoveiy struck him with something
stronger than surriee. The idea of
poverty seemed incongruous In connec-
tion with the reliauce, the reserve, the
personality of the ruan. With a certain
embarrassed baste he stepped forward
aud touched his ann.
"Look here," he said as the other
terned quietly. "I have followed you
to exchange cards. it can't Injure
either o( us, and I-I wish to know
my other self." He laughed nervously
as he drew otit his cardesee.
The .striinwr watched hen lu silence_
Thee's; ,tietts litM, Saute faint contemt,p
but also therSivas a reluseant, luterest
Iii 'his ginece as It passed from the
Fagots fumbling with the case to the
pale fm.-e With the Were jaw. atmight
mouth and level eyebrows drawn low
over the gray eyes. Wheu at lied the
curd was held out to him lie took it
without retnark and slipped it into his
poctiet.
Chi!cote looked et him eagerly. "Now
tleeeschatiger he %Hid.
For a emend the *transfer die not re-
spend. Thee, almost unexpettelly, lie
anti it'd.
"After all, if it amuses you"- lie
said; fuel, searching in his waistcoat
pocket, he drew out the entered curd.
"It will tea me you quite um-tingle-
otter' he added. 'rho name Of a fail-
lire never spells en:ething With an-
other smile, partly minified, pertly Iron-
ic:4, he stepped from the little Island
and disappeared Into the throng of
traffic. •
eldleote stood for an Instant geeing
re the point where he lied viiiihslied;
then, turning to the lamp, he lifted the
cited and read the name It bore, "Mr
John Lode?, 18 efiffordem lot."
411%- he (baidane41.)
(LOME NATIort
Certainly smashed a hole Is the bar-
rooms of Kanees, but Banard's Here-
hnund Syrup has smashed an records
as it cure for Coughs, Bronchitis. In-
nitrate and ell Pulmonary diseases.
T. O. ft-, Horton. Emmett, writes: "I
bees never found a medicine that
woliht cure a rough so quickly as Bel-
lard's Horehound Syrup. have used
it for years."
Stud by MI druggists.
• Foot Note, •
Have the rice of your new shoes
varnished. they will wear much
longer and be impervious to weather.
The latest thing in shoes is a do-
sole and heel, so, that every
man may become his own shoemaker.
No titian& for disappotritmeat if
yon serve Mrs. Austin's Pancakes.
Ali grocer* sell It
I. _C. OWNS MINEN.
eliargtm NISIde• at Hi-airing of
. plaints, at (ire•-uville.
I AT. 1.4)4:151 h•Is TIO111111111111111111111
ICI 1:11 P 14 Kt -• I5sP5St
Greenville, Ky Jan, 2ti. That
the Illinois Central raLroad in the,,
owner of con, mines situated in its
territorj, is l.141 allegattion that I-
made as the result of recent Surest -
gations in connection with the` charg
t'i of the operators that the road ha- •
.11 ltevase-vee.
been guilty. It Is asserted that the I
F.terp Redasesillits se • p
linob• Central. in 'turn. des In it'
treasury notes given by the Iltssi•- A * II% Wilke"-
MOM 'alley corporation to ;be IIIImmionow.
amount of over $1,3 Ou.outo, with the rh s ,oasesar '• '—
stock of the various coal compete... fie 1;9.'4..0 stsaegga tar","00.
attached as collateral. The Wise. the elerk re the bow
eippi VaLey corporation tarries the -
eon', cornea:nee and the Illinois Ceti-
tea %%we r Life IP' IOW 4 111. etas.
tral tarries the allssisimippi Yaller
corporation. Bate WIlllam CaAs and
R. M. Solomon, an operator a' Isis-s
declared that the !Insole (nretrajaws
stockholders who are Interested in
other companies, and it was charaiset--E‘H"Ial•
_that the Central Coal and Iron (-Ma -
pany-Yilid the -W7'0. Irunean •-r--wr-
companniee were tee one who had
profited by the ditscriatiaatesa goe.
than interenee was- gives :a the.. 4111s-onev- liest4o-
statement that stockholder. et tee , aim* limo
issue of $
Illinois Central hold part of tke hoed 11.,,,ata'. oe, 1Wilrevat *
isit.otro of the W Doe , vs,
can Coal company.
tr:una.". 1.0101:470,••144**•71.11haama.7
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As He Lay in Dist rued Wife Ira. •
Wheel*.
New York. Jan. 26. -Fatally eitoN
as he lay in Led beside lila • re, De 1,0“... ,
Charles) Wilmot Townsend, ow, et eee., , . • a"
MAIM CIT.,
. 0444 * WAR
• twessiosellease'
1111111110.111 evers.ar
owe awry r.o. a poluntes*
the most prominent .phratiaes .. 4
Staten Island is, accurding to Alra ' .
Toe usend and the theory of the Po
::ee, the sictim of a burglar •tso
kotered the Townsend mansivis ear,.
today. Mrs. Townsend says ea.
auoke slth a man standing ••rer Ile
bed. Dr. Townsend attempted to
arise and the burglar Led three
t.mes and fled.
Long LIve the king!
It the poeular cry throughout Caro-
peen routoreie: while in America, the
cry of the present day Is "Lon; live
Dr. King's New Discovery. King of
Throat and Lung Itennedoe'" of
which Mrs. Julia Ryder Paine, Truro
Mass., says: "It never fails to g.:•
immediate tellef and to quickly etre
a cough or cold." Mrs. cane's opts
ion is abar_d by a majority of the la
habitants of this coantry. Now DI*
covery cures weak lunge and -sot.
throats after all other remedies love
failed; and for cwaglut and colis it •
the only sure cure neartales,1 be
all drtiggists. enc and $1 00. Trial
bottle free.
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FOR INSURANCE
That Itissuress 1.44.‘F
ABRAM L WEIL & CO.
Fire, cyclone, life, boadt, setmleaehildlip.
health, marine, boiler pia* airs.
eamph..s. _ -
Both Phones: (Mice 369 INN
The Best is None Too Goad
Early Times
Jack Beam
Bottled in Nod
IS EIGHT SUMMERS Ott
Watch the Ca-01ermy-
Stamp.
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FINAL REDUCTIONS IN MEN'S SUITS AND OVERCOATS
The New Store that has blazed the way to the greatest clothing bargains
ever offered the people, now offers you still greater inducements pre-
paratory to invoicing and in order to gain room for Spring Goods.
Men's $2.50 Colored
Negligee Shirts Now
$1.60
The celebrated Bates
Street Shirts, the finest
make on the market-all
exclumive and confined pat-
terns.. Every size.
Men's $3 00 Colored
Negligee Shirts Now
$2.10
Our own Importations in
%%oven Madras and Per-
cales. Patterrer that are
different. The very flnest
fabriee
We've promised the public new stocks each season. This policy must
be maintained. We're now preparing to invoice. We don't want a
suit or overcoat on hand that price can move, hence this final -reduction.
These suits and overcoats included in-this sale are all that's left of our
entire new stock-blacks, blues, raincoats and all. There are not all sizes in.
every lot, but there are plenty to pick from, and a size and a bargain for
every man that comes early. Winter weather has just begun and this
Men's $1.50 Colored
Negligee Shirts Now
$1.10
All new patterns plaited
01 soft bosoms-cuffs at-
tached or detached-all
sizes and sleeve lengths.
Men's $2.00 Colored
Negligee Shirts Now
sale offers you the opportunity to buy for now as welldas next season, at
a saving of 25, 35 and 45 per cent. No other house has ever done this
for you before. Remember the New Store stands alone
Always for the People
$1.35
Fine i mported fabrics-
excellent for spring and
summer wear. Sett or
pleated bosom. All sizes.
ALL MEN'S SUITS AND OVERCOATS NOW DIVIDED INTO THREE LOTS
Bear in mind that we give you choice of all our stock, absolutely new and fresh; you are not limited in your selection to a
few odds and ends of carried over stock that is shelf worn and out of date---the kind that some houses offer you---in this
sale you can select from the entire stock---and every Suit and Overcoat is new and of a dependable quality.
Lot No. 1
Contains all Men's Suits and Over-
coats that sold for $15.00 and $12.50;
as long as they are here, your fit and
choice in the lot for
$8.40
tiftStal UNDERWEAR niticrums
elms alir•• ta gime rArror aay elastomers are laying in
tease Owe isealkse sragpty _WWI* °tilers are saving on the
masa tem groligvai ger *prise wear.
...mot • essuposir boagAta siblierwear fleece lined $1.00 torment,
wear- le* riellset Safe silidersear In tan and brown, excellent
-.Awe. • apmeenetas Omer rat te 7:Se
Ss .res rir.•se aarrael hat eatierwear. $1.25 garment
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 $1.15
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  $1.30
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Lot No. 2
Includes $25,00, $22.00 and $20.00
Suits and Overcoats. We don't want
to carry them over and intend to close
out. They go at, choice
Men's and Youths' Pants
a Reduction
$13.15
at Boys' and Children's
and Overcoats
$2.'40 Pants reduced to 
$3.,00 Pants reduced to $2 eei
$3.50 Pants reduced to 
$5.00 Pants reduced to 
$6.ou Pants reduced to  $4.50
$7.50 Pants reduced to 
$8.50, Pants reduced to 
These
Reduced
Prices Are
Cash to All
Lot No. 3
All finest $40, $35 and $30 Suits and
Overcoats, the remainder of the hand-
somest clothing ever shown in Plidu-
cah, choice
Suits
$10.06 Suits mei Overcoats $7.50
$8.5e Suits and Overcoats  $11.38
$7.5-0 Suits and Overcoats an.03
$6 .51,) Suits and Overcoats $1.58
$5.00 Suits and Overcoats $3.75
$3.00 suits and Overcoats $2.25
$2.50 Stilts and Overcoats g I .88
L.
4 5-ro417
UT_FITTERS} 170
Hooke
/Ave BOW k)41:n
These
Reduced
Prices Are
Cash to All
$18.00
Men's White and
Fancy Vests
at Prices That Will
Appeal to You
Men's $1.50 white and fancy Vests now $1.15
Men's $2.00 white and fancy Vests now $1151)
Men's $3.50 white and fancy Vests now *2.60
Men's $5.00 white and fancy Vests now $3.75
Men's $6.50 white and fancy Vests now $-1440
Men's $7.50 white and fancy Vests now $5.65
THE. NEW STOKE BLAZES THE WAY--WATCH THE OTHERS TRAIL -
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rush, but he's probably lost the little
knack Or saying. "Sense me" when
ne hits a clippie and knocks him
catty-cornered. Experience in the
terrible crowded hour of noon on
Neiman street may have taught him
how to eat faster; but It's likely he's
forgotten altogether how to digest.
Ills chest measure has increased, but
his disposition has shrunk. The
property has acquired a fresh coat of
nhellae In front but the interior fur-
nishings need repair. lie has more
gold in his teeth and leas use for the
teeth. He used to eat three full-
sized meals a day and top off with
seven or eight applels and half a peck
of cracked hickory nuts just before
ritiving. Now he has a swallow for
breakfast, a brat) for lunch, a guess-
ing contest et a table d'hote place for
einner and a dyspepsia tablet every
hallotir during tne evening.
BuNsew we tete me-trope/flans do
spread the mucilage when we return
to G. Switclefor one of the leld Home
Weeks. How we expand with satis-
faction until onr profile halt the pout-
er pigeon looking Ilk* a punctured
tire. r we inwarelY compare Your
proualc•evistence with the mai glitter
fttg ItfigiwItteh we et the r.ity ATP flIP-
lowing-- that is to say, following, but
rarely catching tip. You drive sober-
ly homeward from labor to refresh-
ment Ilea plain, commonplace WOW'
with nothing but lap robes and rub-
ber dm and a little 2.20 trottina
mare to help you along. We pay our
five cent Weeps for the eXhilaratieg
pleasure of any eight mile ride In a
perpendicular position, meanwhile
holding a- commodious and modern
sato, with our nose jammed rest-
fully into the back breath of a
strange lady's waist pattern, while
a foreign gentleman addicted to the
garlic habit and a damp- umbrella
breathes down our collar•and 'eaten
in a reposeful attitude upon our feet.
For housenold pets you must con-
tent yourself with such old-fashion-
ed creatures as Irish setters anl milen
cows. Among us here in New Yorw
almost anybody can own one of those
fascinating German animate that
would be a dog if It were a little tal-
ler and a caterpillar If it had a few
more legs.
You never have any excitement of
a Sunday afternoon unless some lodge
member died in the middle of the
week and was held over for a large
funeral 'Met; church. Whereas, we
can go out almost anywhere on the
Sabbath day and be run over at least
once le an linfinrted automobile be-
longing to wealthy and prominent
people. re
The only clot) you know anythieg
about is "elle Pressing Chile dollar
down and dreier manta: clothes (sailers
for and denier?. But We Mere the
finest clubs In t irrotintry1and ii man
of modern means always the priv-
ilege of going to any eat 6 them and
standing outside and looking in the
ineows.
Well, gool-by. Be good and you'll
be conspicuous. Your, H.
Well, goo I-by, Green. Be good and
you'll be su-picious. Yote
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I JOY OF POSSESSION. 1
He who owns anything-land in
particular - wili sympathize with the
following areount of how a certain
'man fell when. he acquired a farm.
The 'sensations described are those
fell, in different degrees, by all pos-
tremors of this wornt's gonds--from
the bey who earns a new pair of
copper toed shoes to the man who
seises an ..enpire, ft is universal Joe
--this joy of possession. The writer
is David Grayson. who in The Amer-
ican Magazine, is publiehing a re-
markable autobiographical serial "Ad
ventures in Contentment."
"It 'struck me suddenly, as I oh-
Served these homely pleareat
'All this la mine.'
"I eerneg up and drew a long
breath,
" 'Mine' I said. .
"It came to me then lik@ an Inspi-
ration that I might how go out and
take formal poseassion of my ferret.
I might egperienee the Mutton of a
land owner. I might swell with dig-
nity and ireportatree'for once, at
least.
"So I walked up to the margin of
thy field looking broadly about me;
and presently, I began to examine
my fences-my fence* with a crit-
ical eye, I eald of this tree: 'It Is
mine,' and of its companion beyond
the 'Pence: 'It is my neighbor's.'
Deeply and sharply within myslf
drew the line between the meum and
teum : for only thus, by comparing
ourselves with our neighbors, can we
come to tee true realization of prop-
erty. Occasionally I stopped to pick
up a stone and cast It over the fence,
thinking with some truculence that
my neighbor would probably throw
it back again. Never mind, I had it
out of my field.
"How sweet an emotion In posses-
sion! What, charm is inherent in
ownership! What a foundation fOr
vanity, even for the greater quality
of self-respeet, lies in a little prop-
erty! Then I fell to thinking of the
excellent wording of the old books
In which land is celled 'real eloper-
ty.' 'or 'reel entailer' htentey sra may
possess or goods or chattels. U1
they Rive no such IMprearrkin of mine
nen as the feeling that one's feet
rest, Aron soil that is -his; that part
of the deep earth la his with we the
water upon it, all emael animate that
creep or crawl in tee holes of tt, *11
birds; in Ineetes that fly la the air
above it., all -trees, shrubs, flowers
and grass that grow upon it, all
houses, barns and fences-all, his.
As I strode along this morning I fed
upon possession. I rolled the sweet
morsel of ownership under my ton-
Soo. I 'teemed to set my feet down
more firmly on tee good earth. I
straightened my sheuldera: this land
was mice. I picked up a clod of
earth and let it crumble and drop
through my fingers; it gave me a
peculiar and .poignant feeling of ,
possession. I can understand why
the 'miser enjoys the very physical
condect of his gold.' Every sense I
poseessed stght, hearing , smell,
touch, fed upon the new joy."
EMIR ARK INDICTED FOR WRECK
Employes pt B. & 0. Hekl by Grand
Jury In Indiana Crash.
Valparahro, Ind., Jan. 21.- The
grand jury of Porter county, which
has been Investigating the lialtimore
& Ohio wreck at Woodville, returned
four indictments aga. nst employes
of the road. Tke'namea of the in-
dicted men will not he made viblis.
tint!' arriats *re made. 
.
Suit einapended.
A Brooklyn woman exhibits a pair
Of an spenders as
affection. Sus
to hang a Milt
proof of blighted
are error. tilting{
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